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Resource Guide Overview
Your KI Higher Education catalog is designed to work the same
way you do. Whether you prefer working offline or online, or
whether you prefer detailed information or simply a general
overview, this catalog will help you work more efficiently.

Offline resource:
The KI Higher Education catalog is a complete and
comprehensive resource for architects, designers and end-
users. Inside you will find current information on the latest
trends and key considerations when working within education
environments. You’ll also find a detailed product portfolio, as
well as an at-a-glance product index showcasing product
collections to help you through the specification process.

Online resource:
For those who prefer to work online, the KI Higher Education
catalog is linked to ki.com to give you access to even more
information and product images. Simply browse by category,
application, collection or product name. You can access
product details, pricing, finish options and more. For more
information on ki.com see pages 2 and 3.

Creating Responsive
Learning Spaces

Supporting Students,
Faculty and Staff

Inspiring Social
Interaction

Enlite Tables, Strive Stack Chairs
True Desking, Impress Ultra Task Chair,

Versa Stack Chair, Sela Lounge Chair
Sela Lounge Chairs, Itoki DD Table, 

Xylon Stack Chairs
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KI offers furniture for social interaction areas, classrooms, offices … anywhere on campus - and, you can find it all on ki.com.
Simply browse by category, application collection or product name.

Each product page includes everything you’ll need to
specify within the click of a mouse – brochures, images,
symbol libraries, fabric approvals, price lists and more –
and all can be downloaded for use.

ki.com

KIEDUCATION.COM2

PRODUCT INFORMATION UNIVERSITY MARKET INFORMATION

Need information specifically about the university market?
Then check out the University Furniture page under the
Markets section. There, you will find images, videos, white
papers, articles and partner resources dedicated solely to
Furnishing Knowledge about the University market.
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Like what you see? Then save it to My KI. Simply click on
the My KI at the top of the page and set up your account.
My KI allows you to do the following:

• Save your favorite ki.com pages, downloads, products
and more

• Review items in your cart and place orders for literature
• Manage your communications from KI – list your

preferences for receiving updates on new products, case
studies, white papers, videos and more

• Access Order Status to view orders, shipments,
acknowledgements, etc.

Specifications•Fabric Swatches•Finish Samples•Articles and Resource Links•Pricing

Virtually everything you need

for university furniture and

design in one place.

Inspire creativity with KI’s super-fast swatching tool. A
fantastic online resource, the swatching tool offers a zoom
feature that shows detail to the level of fabric texture. View
choices in real time on selected products. Save your
creation to My KI, e-mail to a friend, download or print it.

Did you find an interesting article or
inspirational photo? Then, share it.
Use the Share button conveniently
located throughout the site to post links,
images, downloads, etc. to the most
popular social media sites and news outlets.

MY KI SEE IT...SPEC IT

SHARE IT



Enlite® Tables, Strive® Caster Chair, WireWorks®
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Learning Environments of the Future

Our years of experience on campus have led to insightful
university furniture that supports today’s active, learning-
centered approaches, whether collaborative, social or co-
curricular. We’re at the forefront of new ways to design and
deliver responsive education space – space innovations that
complement today’s current educational concepts and university
furniture that supports the learning environments of the future.

Versatile

We create university furnishings suited for fluid environments
that support a variety of interactive and engaging activities –
from teaming, projects, presentations and discussions to
individual research and reflections, and yes, even lecturing.
Many of the products in our university furniture portfolio offer
options that create versatility – classroom tables and chairs with
casters, lecture hall seating with 360-degree seat rotation,
movable walls and occasional tables with markerboard surfaces,
training tables with integrated technology and more. We can
help you design campus and learning spaces that reflect the
growing importance of innovation, collaboration and creativity
as found in professional environments.

Sustainable Durability and Comfort

Most KI products for universities are GreenGuard certified or
GreenGuard certified for Children & Schools.  And this focus
on sustainability does not impact the durability or comfort of KI
furniture solutions. Our university furniture is meant to
withstand many years of rigorous use by the student body.
With features such as articulating chair backs, rolled-edge seat
fronts and larger tablet arms, our campus furniture is
ergonomic and comfortable, which is critical to maintaining
student focus and attention.

Tech-Savvy 

We also understand the importance of integrating technology into
spaces across campus. KI offers university furniture with a variety
of integrated technology, including power and data ports in lecture
hall tables, or offering a Laptop Garage option, or integrating
emerging technologies such as eCoupled wireless power.

Higher Education: Learning-Centered Approaches

From cyberspace to physical space, KI

understands the needs of higher learning.

We provide university furniture for

classrooms, computer labs, auditoriums and

lecture halls, libraries and media centers,

administrative offices, lounges, cafeterias,

and residence halls. All our furniture

solutions are designed to meet the

versatility, sustainability, and technological

needs of students, faculty and staff.



Learn2™ Seating
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Learning Per Square Foot – Effective Spaces

Excerpts from the white paper “Learning Per Square
Foot” by Amy Kiefer.  Entire “Learning Per Square Foot”
available through www.ki.com.

Effective classroom design is a crucial element in learning. 
Integrate planning for classroom spaces with planning for informal
and social spaces across a campus to establish an entire learning
ecosystem, one that enables learning to take place anytime,
anywhere. 

By recognizing that any space is a potential learning space, the
right planning and design will allow students to seize learning
moments or even foster them. The right design will support
technology tools and promote spontaneous and unencumbered
student-to-student and student-to-faculty interaction well outside
the traditional classroom.

Today’s students need academic challenges; demand active and
engaging learning; seek a supportive campus environment; and
desire interaction, enriching experiences, and feedback. Today’s
students want to collaborate, connect, and create.  Every project
involving space should be considered an opportunity to create a
learning-centered environment. 

LEARNING PER SQUARE FOOT
Space design using a “learning per square foot” concept improves
student success and creates a community of learning.  Leave
behind designing space by headcounts and instead initiate more
student-centered, collaborative and group learning spaces.

COST PER RETENTION
Studies by the National Training Laboratories (NTL) demonstrate
how learning environments affect retention. Those studies show
that the traditional lecture format produces only a five percent
learning retention rate. In contrast, environments that give
students the opportunity to practice-by-doing, result in a 75
percent retention rate. Even better, using a team-based,
experiential approach in teaching can result in a 90 percent
retention rate.

Cost-effectiveness should be redefined to include retention-
effectiveness (student learning).  Learning environments should
combine three key instructional models – team-based learning
(TBL) lecture halls, teaching labs, and small group rooms to
support overall team-based learning.

Using the cost-per-retention formula, will realize more value for
investment—the TBL lecture hall reflects a cost of just $10,292
versus a traditional lecture hall with a cost-per-retention unit of
$128,750.

TECHNOLOGY-DRIVEN
Clearly today’s technology-driven, wired students are learning at
the speed of a “click” or “tap.” They expect 24/7 access to
information and the ability to study or tackle homework anytime,
anywhere.  To bridge the digital divide, we need to understand
the ways students use technology, integrate those uses into
teaching/ learning, and create modern learning environments.

COLLABORATION
In highly collaborative approaches, students work together on
assignments, share laptops, and become deeply involved with the
material they are studying. Social interaction between students
and teachers is the active ingredient that fuels success. Large
round tables facilitate group interactions with white boards
stationed around the room and/or for each group’s use. Students
use networked laptop computers and teachers roam the room,
answering questions and monitoring progress. 

Mobility, flexibility, and adaptability are reoccurring themes behind
the evolution in space design. From furniture to walls, the right
choices easily move beyond the classroom and beyond today to
ensure future adaptation and long-term investment value.



Learning Spaces – Design and Planning
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DESIGNING LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS
New learning space designs include spaces for individual work,
small group work, large group work, lectures, presentations,
breakouts and interactions with faculty. Yet truly optimal learning
environments must be more than revamped classrooms that
support laptops and promote collaboration with other students –
they must also reflect a network of connected places outside the
classroom. Where learning can flow from one space to the next
and the next, and a sense of community is fostered.

Plan and design holistically, incorporating informal learning spaces.
Classrooms are not the only areas that qualify as “learning”
spaces. Non-classroom areas can and should be part of the
education equation. Facilities and institutions must maximize
educational opportunities by considering every square foot on
campus as a potential learning space, and explore ways to
connect each area of learning.



Enlite® Tables, Strive® Stack Chairs
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Scale Up

Nesting Boat Round Square w/glides Trapezoidal

Boomerang Swash

The Enlite table collection creates smart spaces that encourage interaction,
facilitate participation and result in successful learning. Students easily engage
in the learning process through responsive design, efficient shapes and
dependable strength.

• Fixed or nesting styles and ADA height option
• Flexible casters or glides
• Ten efficient shapes in various sizes
• Three edge options
• Optional decorative end panel insert
• Optional PowerUp modules or grommets
• Optional wire management
• Optional ganging

For the most current pricing and information please

vis it KIeducation.com Enlite® Table

Rectangular
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With an animated, contemporary design, Inquire tables have a distinctive
appeal. A variety of shapes and sizes make them great for any application.
With casters or glides, they can be quickly rearranged to adapt to changing
needs. Canted legs provide extra knee space—ideal for areas where space
is at a premium.

•Shapes - rectangular, square, round, half round,
trapezoidal and wave

•Sizes - 32 sizes from 18"x60" to 30"x84"
•Straight or canted legs
•Casters or glides
•29" and 32" heights
•Optional modesty panel

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comInquire® Table

Rectangle Straight Legs Square Round Rectangle T-Base

Half Round Trapezoid Wave Shape Round - X Base Square - X Base

Rectangular - Straight and
Canted Legs - Modesty Panel
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Flip-Top - Rectangular -
Modesty Panel 

Flip-Top - Rectangular -
Urethane Edge

Flip-Top - Rectangular -
Modesty Panel 

Nesting - Flip-Top -
Rectangular

KI Hurry Up! Tables. When you need it yesterday. Quick to set up.  
Easy to reconfigure. Simple to store. Make last-minute changes.  
Respond to unexpected “fire drills”. Move it. Store it. Flip it. Nest it.

• Fixed (non-nesting), flip-top (nesting), or 
lightweight flip-top (nesting) styles

• Oversized casters or glides
• Rectangular tables in eight edge styles
• Wedges to form radiused configurations
• Optional PowerUp modules or grommets
• Optional wire management
• ADA height kit

For the most current pricing and information please

vis it KIeducation.com Hurry Up!® Table

Flip-Top Release Glides
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T Base - Rectangular T Base - Rectangular -
Modesty Panel 

Nesting - Flip-Top T Base
- Rectangular 

X Base - Round T Base - Crescent

Discover a fresh perspective on table design. The angled profile of the 
leg is a significant departure from traditional “floor-hugging” bases.  
This new design direction extends to more edge and design options, too. 

• Fixed, folding, flip-top, lightweight or “Plus” styles
• Oversized casters or glides on three base styles
• Eight edge styles and 14 table shapes 
• Optional PowerUp® modules or grommets
• Optional wire management
• Optional modesty panels
• Optional ganging

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comTrek® Table

TT Base - Boat Shape Same Height Casters
and Glides



T Base - Rectangular X Base - Square 

X Base - Round T Base - Oval

T Base

Barron® Table Portico™ Table
A fresh look. A colorful accent. A perfect complement. The elliptical
steel tubing reflects a contemporary style. Welded base design for
enhanced durability and a price point designed for limited budgets

• Fixed, folding, flip-top, lightweight or “Plus” styles
• Three base styles
• Four edge styles and eight table shapes 
• Optional PowerUp modules or grommets
• Optional wire management
• Optional modesty panels
• Optional ganging

We put everything on the table. Extra choice. Extra reliability.  
At no extra charge. We overdid everything but the price.   
Contemporary classics in every shape and size. 

• Fixed, folding, flip-top, lightweight or “Plus” styles
• Three base styles
• Field-installable Rolling Barron base
• Eight edge styles and eight table shapes 
• Optional PowerUp modules or grommets
• Optional wire management
• Optional modesty panels
• Optional ganging

Barron Table Portico Table

X Base - Round 

T Base T Base - Rectangular X Base - Square

T Base - Oval TT Base - Round

CLASSROOM H I G H E R  E D U C A T I O N14

For the most current pricing and information please visit KIeducation.com



X Base - Square T Base - Oval

T Base - Rectangular -
Modesty Panel 

T Base - Rectangular

Synthesis® Table DataLink® Multipurpose Table
Classic styling with a contemporary edge. The graceful base provides
a clean line, which complements the elliptical upright. Elegant design.
Versatile function. Moderate price.   

• Fixed, folding, flip-top, lightweight or “Plus” styles
• Eight edge styles and eight table shapes 
• Three base styles 
• Optional PowerUp modules or grommets
• Optional wire management
• Optional modesty panels
• Optional ganging

The perfect blend of form and function.  Inspired by architecture.
Designed for collaboration. Integrated for power. Optional
integrated wire management lets you stay connected.

• Fixed, folding, rolling and “Plus” styles
• Thirteen edge styles
• Four base styles
• Optional pin-height adjustable base
• Optional modesty panels
• Optional veneer tops

Synthesis Table DataLink Multipurpose Table

X Base - Round 

Height Adjustable - 
C Base - Rectangular 

C Base - Rectangular -
Modesty Panel 

Wire Management

CLASSROOM 15

For the most current pricing and information please visit KIeducation.com
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Torsion Shell and
Round Top

Torsion Shell and
Rectangular Top

Intellect Wave Shell and
Round Top

Intellect Wave Shell and
Square Top

Unlimited educational possibilities ... change, adapt, transform. It provides the
ultimate in function, style and comfort. Roll it. Rotate it. Swivel it. Adjust it.

• Torsion and Wave shell options
• Square, rectangular and round tops
• Adjustable top depth
• Seat height adjusts pneumatically from 16" to 20.5"
• Optional auto-height seat return
• Optional book box or wire book rack (square or

rectangle tops only)

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.com360º® Classroom Furniture
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Learn2 – Wave Learn2 – Wave with
accessory rack and cup

holder

Learn2 – Strive with glides
and accessory rack

Learn2 – Strive with 
accessory rack

Learn2 - Strive w/
upholstered seat, accessory

rack and cupholder

Mobile, adaptable seating that fits student needs and preferences for
collaborative and interactive learning environments. Adept moveability -
facilitates individual work or small to large group teaming. Flexible - fully
adjustable, non-handed worksurface and a swivel seat. Student-focused -
adapts to each student’s personal space and provides customized comfort.

• Strive* or Wave chair styles
• Poly or upholstered
• Carpet or hard-floor casters or glides
• Optional accessory rack with or without cupholder

*Strive seat/back designed by Giancarlo Piretti

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comLearn2™ Seating
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Sled Base - Poly Sled Base - Cantilever
Arm - Uph

4-Leg - Poly 4-Leg - Loop Arm - UphHD - High Density

Nesting - Poly Nesting - Arm - Uph Task - Poly Task - Cantilever Arm -
Uph

4-Leg - Casters -
Cantilever Arm - Uph

Designed by Giancarlo Piretti, the Strive seating collection brings flex
comfort to a broad audience due to its low price. The flex back
encourages movement, relaxation and enhance circulation. This clean,
elegant form also provides exceptional support and comfort. It’s 100%
recyclable, too.

• High-density, sled base, 4-leg, castered, mobile
nesting and task styles

• Arms, armless, or tablet arm
• Poly or upholstered
• Cafe stools and task stools also available

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comStrive® Seating Collection
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4-Leg - Arms Sled Base Sled Base - Arms4-Leg - Armless

Nesting - Arms Task Task - ArmsNesting

Discover the essence of clean, modern, conforming comfort. This fresh
interpretation of classic Torsion combines a lighter visual impression,
breathability, and exceptional comfort. Designed by Giancarlo Piretti.

• Arms or armless.
• Black or grey mesh back.
• Choice of upholstery.

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comTorsion Air® Seating Collection
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Poly Back - Armless Upholstered Back -
Armless

Poly Back - Arms

It flexes for comfort. It follows you anywhere. It flips up and nests for 
storage. It’s a new kind of functionality. Comfortable enough to use as a 
task chair. Affordable enough to use as a side chair.

• Flex back 
• Thick seat cushion
• Upholstered seat with upholstered or poly back
• Nesting 
• Arms, armless or tablet arm

For the most current pricing and information please

vis it KIeducation.com Torsion® on the Go!® Chair

Upholstered Back - Arms Poly Back - Tablet Arm

Nesting - Armless Nesting - Arms Nesting - Tablet Arm
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Poly Back and Seat -
Armless

Poly Back/ Upholstered
Seat - Armless

Upholstered Back
and Seat - Arms

Poly Back/ Upholstered
Seat - Tablet Arm

Nesting - Armless Nesting - Tablet Arms 

For the most current pricing and information please

vis it KIeducation.com MI6® Chair

A durable chair that performs multiple tasks at a minimal price. The MI6
nesting chair is the answer for clever seating and compact storage.
Affordable seating and astounding comfort that fits any space.
Economically priced and built to exceed expectations.

• Nesting design
• Casters
• Poly or upholstered
• Arms, armless, or tablet arms
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For the most current pricing and information please visit KIeducation.com

Piretti Stack Chairs Glimmer® Stack Chairs
Glimmer is designed to maximize visual excitement and physical
comfort. Yet, it is tough enough for rigorous use. Unique back angles,
surface planes and pillar arm add architectural interest. The curved
back comfortably fits your back while the sculpted seat minimizes
pressure points. And, leg room is maximized by the set-back arms.

• 4-leg base with either casters or glides
• Arms or armless
• Poly or upholstered

Piretti Stack Chairs Glimmer Stack Chairs

Sled Base - Poly -
Armless

4-Leg - Poly -
Armless

Sled Base -
Upholstered -

Flex Arms

Sled Base -
Upholstered -

Tablet Arm 

4-Leg -
Upholstered -

Flex Arms 

4-Leg - Poly -
Tablet Arm 

4-Leg - Poly - Arms 4-Leg - Upholstered -
Arms

4-Leg - Upholstered -
Armless

Casters - Upholstered -
Armless

Sled Base -  Poly - 
Flex Arms

Sled Base -
Upholstered -

Armless

Distinctive comfort through a uniquely designed flex back. Back
tension automatically adjusts to you, the user.

• Flex back
• Two frame styles (4-leg or sled base)
• Arms, armless or tablet arm
• Two arm styles (flex or cantilevered)
• Poly seat and back or upholstered seat and back
• Ganging
• Optional bookrack
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The exceptional comfort of articulating, passive ergonomics at a moderate
price. Its clean lines are compatible with any environment. 

• Flex back
• Three frame styles (4-leg, sled base and 

cantilevered base)
• Arms, armless, or tablet arm
• Two tablet arm styles
• Poly seat and back or upholstered seat and back

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comTorsion® Stack Chair

Cantilevered Sled Base -
Poly - Armless 

Full Sled Base -
Upholstered - Armless 

Full Sled Base -
Upholstered - Arms 

Stacking Armless Chairs

Cantilevered Sled Base -
Upholstered - Arms 

4-Leg - Upholstered -
Armless 

4-Leg - Upholstered -
Arms 

Flex Back 4-Leg-Poly-Tablet Arm 4-Leg-Upholstered-Tablet
Arm
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For the most current pricing and information please visit KIeducation.com

Versa® Stack Chair Rapture® Chair
Contemporary design transported to new heights of comfort and
value. It’s a very versatile stack chair. High style and comfort. Priced
just low enough to get carried away.

• Elegantly curved profile
• Poly back has dimpled detail
• Lip handle on back
• Upholstered seat and back, upholstered seat with poly back, or

poly seat and back
• Arms, armless or tablet arm
• Casters or glides

Versa Stack Chair Rapture Chair

Wallsaver -
upholstered

- arms

Basic -
upholstered -

armless

Standard -
square wood

back with cutout
- upholstered
seat - armless

Standard - square
upholstered seat
and back - arms

4-leg -
upholstered -

arms

Sled base -
upholstered

-armless

Poly Seat and Back Upholstered
Seat/Poly Back 

Casters - Armless Stacking
Armchairs 

Upholstered
Seat and Back 

Tablet Arm

Wallsaver 

XL - upholstered -
arms

Conference on
casters -

upholstered -
arms

Simple is beautiful. So is rugged durability. Here’s a small-scale
guest chair with big comfort. Extensive variations allow for
unlimited design flexibility, versatility and functionality.

• 4-leg or sled base
• Square or round backs
• Arms or armless
• Poly, upholstered or wood
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For the most current pricing and information please visit KIeducation.com

Perry® Chair Dorsal® Chair
An articulating, high-density stack chair with an innate sense of 
elegance. Durable. Versatile. Comfortable.

• Elegantly curved profile
• Poly seat and back or upholstery options
• Sled base frame
• Arms, armless, or tablet arm
• Two tablet arm sizes
• Optional bookrack
• Ganging
• High density stacking up to 25 chairs

Perry Chair Dorsal Chair

Upholstered - Armless 

Poly - Armless Poly - Arms Poly - Tablet Arm Oval Leg - Poly -
Armless

Time-proven reliability and sturdy construction assure the continued
popularity of Dorsal seating. Chairs are available in seat and frame
styles that make them appropriate for use in applications from the
office to classroom.  

• Thermoplastic shell, upholstered seat, or upholstered seat and back
• Two frame styles (round leg or oval leg)
• Arms, armless, or tablet arm
• Optional bookrack
• Ganging

Upholstered - Arms Upholstered - Tablet
Arm - Bookrack 

Round Leg - Poly -
Armless 

Round Leg -
Upholstered Seat -

Armless 

1090 - Poly - Oversized
Tablet Arm 

Round Leg -
Upholstered -

Tablet Arm
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For the most current pricing and information please visit KIeducation.com

Matrix® Chair Maestro® Chair
An economical high-density stack chair with superior durability.     

• Integrated handle on back
• Poly seat and back or upholstery options
• Sled base frame
• Armless or tablet arm
• Ganging
• High density stacking up to 38 chairs

A high-density stack chair with an ergonomically conceived designed.
The compound curved seat and backrest provide a unique level of
comfort and support.  

• Poly seat and back or upholstery options
• Sled base frame
• Arms, armless, or tablet arm
• Two tablet arm sizes
• Optional bookrack

Matrix Chair Maestro Chair

Upholstered Seat/Back
- Armless 

Poly - Armless Poly - Arms Poly - Standard Tablet
Arm 

Poly - Armless Fixed Seat/Back
Cushion - Armless

Poly - Tablet Arm 

Upholstered Seat/Back
- Arms 

Poly - Oversized Tablet
Arm 
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Tablet Arm Chairs

Tablet Arm Chairs maximize classroom seating capacity. KI offers
numerous styles (Piretti Stack Tablet Arm Chair shown in photo
above) that match KI’s offering of stack chairs, which maintains
design continuity throughout the school.

• Fold-down or flip-up tablets
• Standard and oversized tablets
• Mobile casters, or fixed 4-leg and sled-base styles
• Ive League and Intellect Wave tablet arm chairs also available

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.com

Strive HD, Sled Base, and Nesting - 4 Leg Not Shown Torsion Air 4-Leg, Sled Base, and Nesting

Torsion on the Go!

Versa - Round or
Square Back

M16

Rapture

Ivy League Intellect Wave Dorsal 1090 Dorsal Stack 1000 Series - Square 1000 Series - Round

Perry Matrix Maestro

Piretti StackTorsion 4-Leg and Sled Base
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Intellect DE Desk -
Book Rack

Intellect DE Desk Intellect Wave DE Desk 

Dorsal Student Desk -
Book Rack

Ivy League Double 
Entry Desk 

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comDouble Entry Desks

Double-entry desks provide easy egress from either side. They configure
easily to accommodate a variety of teaching styles. An economical alternative,
the single unit approach typically costs less than separate chairs and desks.

• Intellect DE Desk - standard or compact
worksurfaces - ABS plastic tops with laminate
insert, optional book basket

• Intellect Wave DE Desk - standard or oversized -
poly or upholstered - hard plastic or laminate
tops - optional book basket

• Dorsal Student Desk - poly or upholstered -
optional book rack

• Ivy League DE Desk - hard plastic worksurface,
seat, and back - optional book basket
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All Terrain storage combines the versatility of modular design with the
convenience of mobility. All Terrain accessories add the finishing touch
to any highly organized environment. Screens, bins, markerboards and
more make ingenious use of space to maximize productivity.

• Casters or glides
• Markerboards - lightweight foamcore, magnetic, 

two-sided, mobile
• Modular storage - pedestals, binder towers, 

storage towers and more
• Optional storage accessory items such as hard 

bins, file folder hangers, and pencil cups

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.com

All Terrain® Storage
and Accessories

Pedestals and Binder Towers Storage Towers Screens

Markerboards Markerboard Cart Storage Bins Tool Rail Casters or Glides
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All Terrain Mobile Lectern All Terrain Mobile
Instructors Desk

All Terrain
Instructors Desk

WorkZone Instructors
Desk

700 Series Instructors Desk

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comInstruct® Classroom Furniture

Instruct classroom furniture combines intelligent design, ingenious
functionality and an incredible low price. It provides a lesson in desking
innovation. Versatile options span teacher preferences from traditional
to contemporary.

• Mobile and stationary styles
• Work and/or lecture surfaces
• Ample storage
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WorkZone® Desking True® Desking
The solution for evolving learning environments. Highly adaptable
and affordable. Beautifully designed. Instructors’ workstations that
both look and act the part. Easy mobility with optional casters.
Wired and inspired. Various shape worksurfaces for multiple
desking configurations.

• Four edge styles
• Transitional feet and rolling casters for easy mobility
• Shared leg (shown above)
• Optional PowerUp (4 levels) or grommets

WorkZone Desking True Desking

For the most current pricing and information please visit KIeducation.com

True Desking System. A true combination of power and productivity.
Flexible form. Powerful function. Dynamic style. This innovative
system seamlessly fuses contemporary and classic styles. Full featured.
Freestanding. Conveniently modular.

• Various shape worksurfaces for multiple desking configurations
• Privacy screens, dividers, and modesty panels 
• Universal or Balance overheads
• Power and data expertly managed

Stand-up Height

Basic Worksurface
with modesty panel

Basic Worksurface with
Full Modesty Panel

Basic Worksurface with
Full End Panel

Laptop Garage on
WorkZone

Screen Behind
Worksurface

Screen To WorksurfaceEnd Panel



StudioWorks® Collection, Strive® Task Chairs, Cody™ Lounge Seating



Consider whether the space will be used for instructor-based
activities or individual-based activities. Consider what type of
hardware will need to be accommodated (traditional or
flatscreen monitor, or laptop computers and other mobile 
technology). Consider the infeed locations provided in the room
(floor fed or wall fed). Also consider the level of visual privacy
needed in each application. Dividers between workspaces 
are recommended for individual-based activities (computer 
lab, study and research). They are not generally used in rooms
catering to instructor-based activities. Consider the length of
time a typical user will spend at the workstation, the amount 
of supervision the space receives, as well as cleaning and 
maintenance requirements.

Sometimes spaces need to adapt to multiple uses. Convert 
interactive classrooms into high-tech computer classroooms 
with the simple touch of a button. Storage systems for laptop
computers and flatscreen monitors maximize worksurface space
and improve equipment security. Instructors can lock down
entire classrooms of laptops or flatscreens (with keyboards) 
with keyless remotes ... a KI exclusive.  

Spatial Considerations
Worksurface Depth 24" to 30" (24" is adequate

for flatscreen monitors. 
30" is recommended for
traditional monitors.)

Worksurface Width 36" to 48" (1 user)
60" to 72" (2 user)

Worksurface Height 29" to 30"

Worksurface Stand-Up Height 38"

Adjustable Worksurface Height 24" to 41"

Wheelchair Access / ADA height 32"

Power and Data 
Computers require numerous cables for power and data support
(either floor fed or wall fed). Effective cable management eliminates
clutter,  improves an area’s appearance, reduces the risk of 
accidental disconnects and provides protection from cross-talk
interference on power and data lines.

Utilizing rear beam power capabilities in back-to-back powered
table arrangements significantly reduces the number of power
components needed and results in an overall cost savings.
Advanced capabilities of powered table systems reduce the cost 
of the infrastructure required in an area by reducing the need 
for conduit and multiple drops.
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Computer Room/Lab Planning

Adapting to Future Needs With Innovative 
Technological Learning Environments
Technology is everywhere. Laptop computers, PDAs, smart
phones—all enhance our lives yet create special challenges and
concerns in educational environments. With proper planning and
furnishings, “Smart” classrooms and computer labs can become
show places, demonstrating a school’s vision and commitment 
to advanced technological learning environments. Even with
increasingly available wireless environments, convenient access
to power remains critical due to demands on battery power 
for wireless laptops and other devices.

Use collective technological know-how from the number one
provider of educational furniture to make your computer
classroom or lab the best fit for your students and faculty. KI can 
help you plan your computer classroom or lab to accommodate
equipment, facilitate various uses, enhance accessibility and adapt
to changes in the future.  

Colleges and universities typically need to provide for technology/
power access in residence halls, student unions, resource centers,
computer labs and computer classrooms.

Activity Solution
Collaborating Tables, chairs, PowerUp modules, 

wire management

Interacting Tables, chairs, PowerUp modules, 
wire management, rows of powered
tables with swivel seating

Instructing Powered tables in straight rows or 
clustered configurations, wire
management, PowerUp modules,
Laptop 
Garage, Flat Screen Garage

Studying Individual or grouped powered tables
and carrels with dividers and modesty
panels for privacy and concentration

Socializing Lounge seating with tablet arms 
for laptop computer support 
(see LOUNGE)

Space & Capacity 
It is important to provide adequate work surface space for 
notebooks, papers, monitors, and CPUs (if not placed on 
a bracket below the worksurface). Keyboard drawers house 
the keyboard at a comfortable level and also provide dust 
protection when closed.  



Talk with your educators and instructors to gain their input on
room layout and design. Different configurations may be needed
to accommodate varied teaching styles. Room configurations
featured here are solid solutions to providing adequate space for
technology while providing optimal capacity.

Computer labs and media center spaces benefit from privacy
dividers and smaller groupings to lessen distractions. Computer
classrooms need to utilize space strategically and foster
collaboration and interaction.
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Straight Row
Optimal capacity. Can be disturbing due to the need to
pass behind other students to rach center workspaces.

Curved or Wedge
Improved sight lines (over straight row). Innovative,
contemporary appearance.

Back to Back
Efficient. Dividers improve privacy and concentration.

Back to Back
Efficient. Reduces number of power components needed.
Lower cost. Dividers improve privacy and concentration.

Quad (or Pinwheel)
Interesting appearance. Tends to be quieter. Ideal for
smaller number of students. Dividers improve privacy
and concentration.

Spider
Innovative, contemporary appearance. Ideal for individual
or team work. Dividers improve privacy and
concentration.

Computer Room/Lab Design



InTandem® Tables, Torsion® Task Chairs
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For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.com

Rectangular - Leg Profile Rectangular - Front View Wheelchair Kit

A powerful alternative. Impressive wire management.  
Compelling appearance. Flexible configurations. Back-to-back.  
Side-to-side. Any way you want it. The InTandem table system 
is the easiest way to access power and data.

• 8-wire, hard wire or non-powered beams
• Unique internal beams hold separated wires 

and cables
• Beam has flip-down doors with convenient access 

from front or back
• Three table depths, nine table lengths, three 

leg heights 
• Three privacy screen/divider heights

InTandem® Table System

Beam Interior  PowerUp Module 
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A highly flexible, easily reconfigurable table system, with “computer friendly”
design and laid-in wiring. An integral, large-capacity wire trough assembly
folds with the table when it is reconfigured or stored. 

• Fixed or folding 
• Two integral handles for ease of transport
• Wedges to form radiused configurations in 

three edge styles
• Five edge styles
• Optional PowerUp modules or grommets
• Ganging

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comDataLink® Table System

Rectangular - Leg Profile Rectangular - Front View Rectangular - Angle Wedge Folding 
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In this world of constant change - it’s the one way to keep up.  
No other desking on the market today can match its combination of 
flexibility, quality and affordability. These desking solutions are as 
affordable as they are adjustable. Genesis desking lets you adjust 
your desk height as easily as you raise or lower your chair.  
Freestanding design makes reconfigurations simple.

• Pin adjustable, crank adjustable, electric 
adjustable, or fixed leg

• Straight or curved worksurfaces in six shapes
• Four edge styles
• Optional modesty panel
• Glides or casters
• Optional PowerUp module and wire 

management trough

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comGenesis® Desking

Fixed Leg Pin Height Adjustable Leg Pin Height Adjustable Leg Electric Height
Adjustable Leg

Electric Height Adjustable

Crank Height
Adjustable Leg

Height Adjustable Crank Edges - Elliptical, Knife, 74P,
and Membrane Press

Wiring Trough Power and Data 
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Basic Worksurface with
Modesty Panel

Basic Worksurface with
Full Modesty Panel

Basic Worksurface with
Full End Panel

Stand-up Height

Laptop Garage on
WorkZone

The solution for evolving, independent learning environments. Highly
adaptable and affordable. Beautifully designed. Wired and inspired with five
levels of power access. Easy mobility with optional casters. Extensive storage
and paper management accessory options.

• Four edge styles
• Transitional feet and rolling casters for easy mobility
• Optional PowerUp or grommets
• Multiple heights and various shape worksurfaces
• Privacy screens and full panel option
• Flexible CPU sling or optional security kit

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comWorkZone® Desking
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PowerUp Module Press Release PowerUp Components PowerUp on
DataLink Table 

Power/data access when you need it ... where you need it. The innovative
PowerUp system makes power and data access easy and discrete. Easy
open. Easy close. Easy connection.

• One duplex receptacle and two data ports
• User-friendly, press-release action opening
• UL listed to ensure safety 
• For use on KI tables, powered tables and 

fixed seating

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comPowerUp® Module

PowerUp on
WorkZone Desk

PowerUp on Trek Table PowerUp on University
Seating
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Single Unit - Closed Single Unit - Front Monitor in Up Position Detail - Lock

KI’s Smart Lift table is an intuitive and secure response to managing flat
screen monitors within learning or teaming environments. With a simple
push, Smart Lift transforms from a flat, multipurpose table surface to an
interactive multimedia tool. Quiet and easy to engage within seconds, Smart
Lift’s manual garage stows flat screen monitors securely below the table
surface. Expensive computer equipment can be stored and locked when not
in use, allowing the flat table surface to be used for a variety of purposes.

• Single units - 36", 42", 38" and 54" wide
• Double units - 60", 66", and 72" wide
• Three edge styles: PVC, elliptical molded

urethane, and post-formed laminate
• Optional PowerUp modules
• Optional electric or manual lock

For the most current pricing and information please

vis it KIeducation.com Smart Lift® Table
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Control the use of classroom technology. Efficient flexibility. Durable, sleek
design. Convenient security. The Laptop Garage allows any room to adapt
to multiple uses and reduces the need for dedicated computer classrooms
and labs. Designed for use on InTandem, PowerComm, DataLink, and
WorkZone tables.

• Adequate space for laptop storage and cord
management

• Flat writing surface when closed
• Compact design leaves plenty of leg room
• Optional keyless locking remote locks down an entire 

room of laptops or individual units. 
• Two sizes accommodate standard and wide-screen

laptops

For the most current pricing and information please

vis it KIeducation.com Laptop Garage®

Single Unit 
(InTandem) 

Double Unit
(InTandem)

Laptop Garage in
WorkZone Desk

Closed Unit 
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Flat Screen Support System Flat Screen Garage®

The flat screen support system offers a sleek design and building
block versatility to ergonomically configure one, two, three, or four
screens. Raise it. Lower it. The arm supports the monitor off the
desktop to free up space underneath. Swivel it. Tilt it. Rotate the
monitor from landscape to portrait to accommodate full-page
viewing software.

• Post or clamp mounts and grommet base available.
• Monitors can also mount back-to-back.

Flat Screen Garage

Flat Screen Garage transforms a flat worksurface into a computing
center at the touch of a button. In the up position, each monitor,
keyboard, and mouse are lifted to worksurface height.

• Electronic controls mounted under the worksurface
• Student-operated up/down switch
• Automatic open lock for safety
• Optional keyless remote locks down an entire classroom of

monitors for security

Back-to-Back Mount Vertical Mount Portrait Rotation

Side-to-Side Mount Grommet Base

Flat Screen Support System

Single Unit  Unit in Midway
Position

Closed Unit

For the most current pricing and information please visit KIeducation.com
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Hurry Up!® Table Synthesis® Table
KI Hurry Up! Tables. When you need it yesterday. Quick to set up.  
Easy to reconfigure. Simple to store. Make last-minute changes.  
Respond to unexpected “fire drills”. Move it. Store it. Flip it. Nest it.

• Fixed (non-nesting), flip-top (nesting), or lightweight flip-top
(nesting) styles

• Oversized casters or glides
• Rectangular tables in eight edge styles
• Wedges to form radiused configurations
• Optional PowerUp modules or grommets
• Optional wire management
• ADA height kit

Synthesis Table

The perfect blend of form and function. Inspired by architecture.
Designed for collaboration. Integrated for power. Optional integrated
wire management lets you stay connected.

• Fixed, folding, rolling and “Plus” styles
• Thirteen edge styles
• Four base styles
• Optional pin-height adjustable base
• Optional modesty panels
• Optional veneer tops

Flip-Top - Rectangular -
Modesty Panel 

Flip-Top - Rectangular -
Modesty Panel 

Nesting - Flip-Top -
Rectangular

Flip-Top Release Glides Flip-Top - Rectangular -
Urethane Edge

X Base - Round 

Hurry Up! Table

Height Adjustable - 
C Base - Rectangular 

C Base - Rectangular -
Modesty Panel 

Wire Management

For the most current pricing and information please visit KIeducation.com
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Enlite® Tables Inquire® Tables
Enlite tables simplify complex learning environments by responding to
collaborative or independent learning needs. They allow students to
easily engage in the learning process through responsive design,
efficient shapes and dependable strength.

• 10 shapes and more than 50 sizes
• Edges in 2 depths and 3 styles
• End panels - solid, perforated, or laminate
• Casters or glides
• Optional ADA ht, leg wireways, PowerUp, and ganging

Inquire Tables

With an animated, contemporary design, Inquire tables have a
distinctive appeal. A variety of shapes and sizes make them great for
any application. With casters or glides, they can be quickly rearranged
to adapt to changing needs. Canted legs provide extra knee space—
ideal for areas where space is at a premium.

• 6 shapes and 32 sizes
• Straight or canted legs
• 3 base styles with casters or glides
• 29" and 32" heights
• Optional modesty panel

TrapezoidScale-Up (3) Swatch

Enlite Tables

RoundSquare Boomerang

RectangleQuarter-Round Boat

Square Round

TrapezoidalHalf Round Wave Shape Rectangular - Straight
and Canted Legs -

Modesty Panel

Rectangle T-Base Square - X Base

Half-Hex
For the most current pricing and information please visit KIeducation.com

Rectangular Straight Legs



HD-High Density

Designed by Giancarlo Piretti, the Strive seating collection brings flex comfort
to a broad audience due to its low price. The flex back encourages
movement, relaxation and enhance circulation. This clean, elegant form also
provides exceptional support and comfort. It’s 100% recyclable, too.

• High-density, sled base, 4-leg, castered, mobile
nesting and task styles

• Arms, armless, or tablet arm
• Poly or upholstered
• Cafe stools and task stools also available

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comStrive® Seating Collection

Sled Base – Poly Sled Base – Cantilever
Arm – Uph

4-Leg – Poly 4-Leg Loop Arm –
Uph

4-Leg – Casters –
Cantilever Arm – Uph

Nesting – Poly Nesting – Arm – Uph Task – Poly Task – Cantilever Arm –
Uph
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4-Leg - Armless 4-Leg - Arms Sled Base

Discover the essence of clean, modern, conforming comfort. This fresh
interpretation of classic Torsion combines a lighter visual impression,
breathability, and exceptional comfort. Designed by Giancarlo Piretti.

• Arms or armless.
• Black or grey mesh back.
• Choice of upholstery.

For the most current pricing and information please

vis it KIeducation.com Torsion Air® Seating Collection

Sled Base - Arms

Nesting Nesting - Arms Task Task - Arms
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For the most current pricing and information please visit KIeducation.com

Torsion® Task Chair Torsion on the Go!® Chair
Lightweight and small in scale, Torsion chairs are easy to move.
Exceptional comfort in an inexpensive task chair. Passive
ergonomics with smooth back flex.

• Armless or T arms
• Poly or upholstered

Torsion Task Chair Torsion on the Go! Chair

Stool – Upholstered –
Armless 

Poly – Armless Upholstered –
Armless 

Upholstered –
T Arms

Poly Back – Armless Upholstered Back –
Armless

Nesting – Armless

Poly Back – Arms Upholstered Back –
Arms

Nesting – Arms

It flexes for comfort. It follows you anywhere. It flips up and nests for
storage. It’s a new kind of functionality. Comfortable enough to use as
a task chair. Affordable enough to use as a side chair.

• Flex back
• Thick seat cushion
• Upholstered seat with upholstered or poly back
• Nesting 
• Arms, armless or tablet arm
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For the most current pricing and information please visit KIeducation.com

MI6® Chair Kismet® Task Chair
A durable chair that performs multiple tasks at a minimal price.
The MI6 nesting chair is the answer for clever seating and
compact storage. Affordable seating and astounding comfort
that fits any space. Economically priced and built to exceed
expectations.
•Nesting design
•Casters
•Poly or upholstered
•Arms, armless, or tablet arms

Kismet Task Chair

At last ... task seating made simple. The comfort, durability and 
simplicity of use that you expect, at a price that you wouldn’t expect.
Adjusts with ease. Solid and well-built. Thick, molded foam for great
cushioning and support.      

• Simple or advanced function
• Midback or highback
• Armless, T arms or loop arms
• Black frame

Poly Back and
Seat - Armless

Nesting - Armless

Upholstered Back
and Seat - Arms

MI6 Chair

High Back - Armless Mid Back - Loop Arm High Back - T Arm 

Stool - Armless

Conference

Sled Base -
Armless 

High Back - Loop Arm  

Poly Back/ Upholstered
Seat - Armless
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For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comAltus™ Seating

Fabric Back – Armless Fabric Back –
Adjustable Arm

Fabric Back – Adjustable
Arm Headrest

Mesh Back – Armless Mesh Back –
Adjustable Arm

Mesh Back – Adjustable
Arm – Headrest

Conference Chair

Altus seating offers design continuity with task and conference
chairs. Each chair provides constant lumbar support and precise
detailing. Altus fabric back chairs have an automatic lumbar system
that moves with you. Altus mesh back chairs have supple mesh
comfort that conforms to your back.

• Fabric back chairs with arms or armless
• Mesh back chairs with fixed or adjustable

arms and armless
• Conference chairs with arms only
• Optional headrest on task chairs
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For the most current pricing and information please visit KIeducation.com

Avail® Task Chair Allude® Task Chair
Avail provides essential comfort and support at a reasonable price.
Sit comfortably for an extended time. Avail combines a soft, resilient
seat with the supple flexibility of a mesh back. Usually found only
on more expensive task chairs, Avail’s synchrotilt mechanism adjusts
the back and seat in a 2:1 free-floating mode for exceptional
support. Avail provides everything you need in a task chair without
unnecessary features that can add to the price. The result is a
durable, functional task chair at a price you can afford.
• Armless, fixed loop arm, three adjustable arms and a pivot arm

Allude Task Chair

At last ... task seating made simple. The comfort, durability and 
simplicity of use that you expect, at a price that you wouldn’t
expect. Adjusts with ease. Solid and well-built. Thick, molded
foam for great cushioning and support.      

• Simple or advanced function
• Midback or highback
• Armless, T arms or loop arms
• Black frame

Armless K-Arm

Avail Task Chair

Adjustable Arms Adjustable Arms –
Front

Adjustable Arms –
Profile

Armless

J-Arm
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For the most current pricing and information please visit KIeducation.com

Engage® Task Chair

Engage Task Chair

Poly Back – Armless Poly Back -Fixed
Arms 

Poly Back - Adjustable
Arms 

Upholstered Back -
Adjustable Arms 

Stool - Armless Stool - Adjustable
Arms  

It adjusts to your body. It adapts to your tasks. It even fits your
budget. Clean, crisp look that fits any learning environment. Simple
to adjust.

• Seat and back move with your body... automatically
• Armless, fixed arms, height-adjustable arms, or 

pivoting armcaps

Piretti 2000 Series® Task Chair

Piretti 2000 Series Task Chair

Task - Armless Task - Arms Stool - T Arms  

Value and versatility reach a new plateau with the Piretti 2000 
Series Task chair. It’s a comfortable, high-value seating alternative 
for educational environments. Adjustability and flexing comfort 
provide increased value and the benefits of ergonomic seating.

• Large scale to fit any individual
• Thick seat for long-term use
• Soft, curved shape works anywhere
• Multiple options to customize the chair “up” or “down”
• Armless or T Arms



Impress® Task Chair Impress® Ultra Task Chair
Unbelievable comfort at an unheard of price. It offers more
big-ticket features for less money. Cushy seat. Numerous
adjustments to achieve the perfect fit. Stunning design. All at
an unbelievable price. 

• Chair moves with your body (synchrotilt) 
• Back-height adjustment
• Armless, T arms or loop arms
• Adjustable arm height and arm width
• Optional seat depth adjustment
• Sled-base, chair and stool also available
• Black frame

Impress Task Chair Impress Ultra Task Chair

Adjustable Loop
Arm

Loop Arm

Sled Base - Armless Stool - Armless

Mid Back Pivot Arm Mid Back Adjustable
Loop Arm

High Back Guest
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For the most current pricing and information please visit KIeducation.com

Impress Ultra chairs take the great comfort of Impress seating and
improve it. A mesh back conforms to the unique curvature of your
back. The soft Impress seat can be covered with Teknit™ fabric,
which stretches two ways and is specifically woven for the Impress
Ultra seat.

• High-back or mid-back task chairs and a guest chair
• Seat adjustable (task chairs)
• Back-height adjustable (mid-back task chair only)
• Seat slide depth adjustable (task chairs)
• Four arm styles - Adjustable 360 degree pivot arm, adjustable

T arm, fixed loop arm, and adjustable loop arm

High Back T Arm High Back ArmlessArmless

T Arm



Seminar Tables, Torsion® Task Chairs



Auditorium Planning
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Auditoriums and lecture halls reflect a school’s image. KI has the
expertise to help you develop creative, innovative auditorium
and lecture hall solutions that showcase your school.

KI auditorium and lecture hall seating harmonizes with visual
technology and high-quality acoustics to create outstanding 
facilities. Contact your KI Rep with floor plans, specifications and
budget parameters for specialized planning. Use our expertise 
to assist you in room configuration, selecting seating styles, 
finishes and fabrics.

THEATER-STYLE AUDITORIUM SEATING

Need Solution
Performance space Wood backs, armcaps and end
with audience seating— panels. Comfortable, plushly 
upscale look and acoustical cushioned seats. Acoustical 
performance seat pans, row markers and 

aisle lights

Combined-use space— Poly backs for extra durability.
performance and instruction Oversized tablet arms to 
with optimal seating capacity accommodate laptop use and 
and sightlines note taking. Power access for

interactive learning. Multiple
seat spacing options

ADA Requirements

Angled Row

Fan

Spatial Considerations

Row-to-Row Spacing 

Minimum spacings are derived from the edge of the back to the
edge of the back of the seat in front of it. All tablets are a single-
motion mechanism and stow during egress.

Contact KI for CAD drawings  and seating layouts.

Recommended Riser Dimensions 

Riser Height: 6" to 19"
Riser Depth: Minimum Row-to-Row Spacing plus any 

additional clearance

Seat Options  

Concerto Lancaster
Seat Widths 6 widths 4 widths

19" to 24" 20", 22", 23", 24"
Pitch  16˚, 20˚, 24˚ 16˚, 19˚, 22˚ 

Auditorium Configurations

Power Access

KI leads the way in the creation of auditorium seating with
power and data modules. Power and Data modules are available
on both Concerto and Lancaster seating.

• Clear space of 30” x 48” (wheelchair station)
• Knee and toe clearance (27” high, 30” wide and 17” deep)
• Height of worksurface (28” to 34”)

ADA swing arms and removable units are available for both 
Concerto and Lancaster seating.

2010 ADA Standards for Accessible Design
Table 221.2.1.1
Number of Wheelchair Spaces in Assembly Areas

Number Minimum Number of 
of Seats Required Wheelchair Spaces

4 to 25 1
26 to 50 2
51 to 150 4
301 to 500 6
501 to 5000         6, plus 1 for each 150, or fraction thereof,

between 501 through 5000

5001 and over   36, plus 1 for each 200, or fraction thereof,
over 5000



Lecture Hall Planning
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FIXED WORKSURFACES WITH SEATING

Need Solution
Laptop use and  University seating or Seminar
interactive learning tables (loose or fixed seating)

with power and data access and
360º swivel seats

Laptop use and note taking University seating or Seminar
tables (loose or fixed seating)
with power and data access and
360º swivel seats

Upscale look— Engage, Impress, Impress Ultra,
high degree of comfort Piretti 2000 Task, Torsion, or

Torsion Air shells on University
seating or as Jury Base seating

Curved or wrap-around Curved or truncated University
room configuration seating or Seminar tables

Spatial Considerations

Contact KI for CAD drawings and seating layouts.  

Recommended Riser Dimensions

Riser Height: 6" to 12" 

Riser Depth: Minimum Row-to-Row Spacing plus any 
additional clearance. Double depth risers
recommended for collaboration.

Seat Options  
University seating has 10 shell options and measures 54" to 60" base
to base.  Jury Base seating has 10 shell options to meet any comfort,
image or budgetary needs.  Seat widths vary by shell style.

Style Seat Widths
1000 Series 18-1/4"
Dorsal 19"
Engage 18-3/4"
Impress 20-1/2"
Impress Ultra 20-1/2"
Intellect Wave 17-1/2"
Piretti 2000 Task 20"
Strive 18"
Torsion 18"
Torsion Air 17"

ADA Requirements
• Clear space of 30" x 48" (wheelchair station)
• Knee and toe clearance (27" high, 30" wide and 17" deep)
• Height of worksurface (28" to 34")

Refer to ADA Standards Table 221.2.1.1 (see page 55)

Power Access
KI is the leader in power/data access and cable management on Fixed
Seating. On-surface (PowerUp) and under-surface power and data
access are available on both University seating and Seminar tables.

Truncated

Straight Row

Radiused

Angled Row

H I G H E R  E D U C A T I O N
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Recommended Riser Dimensions  

Riser Height - 6" to 12" 

Riser Depth - Minimum Row-to-Row Spacing plus any 
additional clearance. Double depth risers recommended for
collaboration.

ADA Requirements

• Clear space of 30" x 48" (wheelchair station)

Refer to ADA Standards Table 221.2.1.1 (see page 55)

Fixed-Seating Configurations

Power Access
Sequence and Sequence HD seating are available with an
optional Power and Data module. Shared modules are located
between seats. Each module has two power receptacles and two
data ports

FIXED SEATING WITH TABLET ARMS
(Not featured—see kieducation.com)

Need Solution
Laptop use and Beam-mounted Sequence
interactive learning seating with power and 

data option (G tablet only)

Laptop use and note taking Either beam-mounted
Sequence or Single Pedestal
seating with oversized 
(K) tablet arm

Curved room configuration Curved beam-mounted
Sequence seating

Maximum seating capacity Sequence HD seating
or narrow risers

Spatial Considerations

Contact KI for CAD drawings and seating layouts.

Collaborative Fixed Seating

Achieve collaborative learning spaces with rotating seats that
enable students to form break-out groups and teams quickly and
efficiently. 360 degree rotation is standard on Jury Base seating
and available as an option for Single Pedestal tablet seating and
University seating. Stationary bases and automatic seat memory
return keep rooms looking uncluttered. Double riser depth is
recommended for optimal collaboration. Angled Row

Straight Row

“K” Tablet Oversize “K” Tablet “F” & “S” Tablets
Plywood Core Plywood Core Solid Core

(1000 Series shell only)

Oversize “F” & “S” Tablets “G” Tablet
Plywood Core Plywood Core

(1000 Series shell only)
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Impress audiences with a more refined aesthetic. Concerto seating offers
contoured comfort and contemporary design. Embrace creative teaching
and accommodate students’ needs with optional technology support. 
Space efficient. Adapt auditoriums to multi-purpose use with tablet arms
and power/data access.

• Wood, steel, laminate or plastic end panel inserts
• Optional wood back panels and armcaps
• Concealed Power and data access available
• Optional acoustical seat pans
• Medium or large laptop tablet arms
• Aisle lights, seat and row markers, cupholders and

ADA options

For more information please vis it KIeducation.comConcerto® Auditorium Seating

Dual Steel Tubular Uprights Concerto with Power
and Data 

Power and Data  Access  Wood Back and Wood
End Panel 

Acoustical Seat Pan 
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More than you expect for less than you expected. Plush comfort. Power and
data access. Low life-cycle costs. Increase learning and retention by providing
comfortable seating for students. Built to ensure trouble-free longevity,
Lancaster seating is durable and easy to maintain.

• Wood, laminate, or plastic end panels
• Wood or plastic arm caps and back panels
• Optional high back in wood
• Concealed Power and data access available
• Optional acoustical seat pans
• Optional tablet arm
• Aisle lights, seat and row markers,

cupholders, and ADA options

For more information please vis it KIeducation.comLancaster® Auditorium Seating

Wood Back and
Wood End Panel

Optional Tablet Arm Power and Data Access Arm Caps and End Panels
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Enhance the appearance and functionality of any lecture hall. University
Seating is an integral part of any interactive learning environment. It
accommodates a wide variety of individuals with floor-mounted bases and
swing-away seating that automatically returns to the forward position for a
neat appearance. Large worksurfaces provide more space for writing or
computing than tablet arm seating. Entire system is UL approved when
power is used.

For more information please vis it KIeducation.comUniversity™ Seating

Piretti Task Shell - 
Basic Base

Torsion Shell - Select Base Dorsal Shell - 360 Swivel Dorsal Shell - Modesty
Panel - PowerUp

Undersurface Power
and Data

• Straight or curved worksurfaces
• Flat or sloped floor mount
• Basic or Select bases
• PowerUp modules or undersurface power and data access
• Swivel seats (optional 360)
• Optional adjustable-height seats
• Multiple seating and edge styles
• Optional modesty panels
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Seminar™ Table Non-Continuous Seminar™ Table
Non-continuous worksurfaces are available on Seminar tables. Space
is segmented by each worksurface’s section and seating must be
spaced to work within each segment. Non-continuous worksurfaces
are not dependent on the radius of the room, have shorter lead
times and lower cost.

• Straight or curved worksurfaces
• Flat or sloped floor mount with Basic or Select bases
• PowerUp modules or undersurface power and data access
• Multiple edge styles and optional modesty panels

Seminar tables incorporate fixed tables in conjunction with
moveable seating or fixed Jury Base seating to meet a wide range
of space requirements. Custom sizes, shapes, and finishes are
available. Entire system is UL approved when power is used.

• Straight or curved worksurfaces
• Flat or sloped floor mount with Basic or Select bases
• PowerUp modules or undersurface power and data access
• Multiple edge styles and optional modesty panels

Seminar Table Non-Continuous Seminar Table

Perforated Steel
Modesty Panel

Curved Configuration Straight Row
Configuration

Wheelchair AccessibleBasic Base Select Base

For more information please vis it KIeducation.com

PowerUp Module Undersurface Power
and Data
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Sequence™ Seating Sequence HD™ Seating
Sequence HD provides comfortable, condensed fixed seating with
sufficient aisle room for easy use and cleaning. It also features the
narrowest row-to-row spacing of any fixed seating.

• Curved or straight applications
• Flat or sloped floor mount or riser mount
• Torsion on the Go! shell only
• Three tablet arm sizes
• Power and Data access available

Sequence seating is durable beam-mounted seats that provide
ample under-seat clearance for ease of cleaning and installation.
Generous seat spacing enhances personal space and privacy.

• Curved or straight applications
• Flat or sloped floor mount or riser mount
• Seven seating styles
• Four tablet arm styles
• Power and Data access available.

Sequence Seating Sequence HD Seating

Power and Data 
Module

For more information please vis it KIeducation.com

One-Motion Tablet
Arm

Beam-Mounted
Power and Data

High-Density Row-
To-Row Spacing

Flex-Back Option Flip-Up Seat

Power and Data -
Torsion - G Tablet
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Single Pedestal Seating Jury Base Seating
Keep students on task with ergonomic comfort that minimizes
fatigue. 360 degree rotation enhances critical listening, observation,
and collaboration.

• Select or Basic base
• Ten seating styles
• Fixed or adjustable height
• Optional seat slide mechanism

Minimize distractions with seating and tablet arms that are
individually fixed to the floor, comfortable, and functional.
Maximize student potential with ultra-flexible, leading edge
seating configurations.

• Curved or straight applications
• Seven seating styles
• Four tablet styles

Single Pedestal Seating Jury Base Seating

For more information please vis it KIeducation.com

Torsion Air Strive Piretti 2000 Task

Torsion Intellect Wave Dorsal

1000 Series

Impress Ultra Torsion Air Strive

Impress Torsion Intellect Wave

Engage Piretti 2000 Task Dorsal

(1000 Series not shown)



For more information please vis it KIeducation.comFixed Seating Shell Options

Torsion Air
• Jury Base Seating
• Sequence Seating
• Single Pedestal Seating
• University Seating

Torsion
• Jury Base Seating
• Sequence Seating
• Single Pedestal Seating
• University Seating

Strive
• Jury Base Seating
• Sequence Seating
• Single Pedestal Seating
• University Seating

Dorsal
• Jury Base Seating
• Sequence Seating
• Single Pedestal Seating
• University Seating

Intellect Wave
• Jury Base Seating
• Sequence Seating
• Single Pedestal Seating
• University Seating

1000 Series
• Jury Base Seating
• Sequence Seating
• Single Pedestal Seating
• University Seating

Engage
• Jury Base Seating
• University Seating

Impress Ultra
• Jury Base Seating
• University Seating

Impress
• Jury Base Seating
• University Seating

Piretti 2000 Task
• Jury Base Seating
• Sequence Seating
• Single Pedestal Seating
• University Seating
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Dimpled Steel Modesty Panel Perforated Wood Veneer Modesty Panel 

Perforated Steel Modesty Panel

54B Vinyl Bullnose Edge
Seminar 
Non-continuous Seminar
University

Laminate Modesty Panel with 74P Edge 

For more information please vis it KIeducation.comFixed Worksurface Options

64 E Self Edge
Seminar 
Non-continuous Seminar
University Modesty Panels only

74P Vinyl Straight Edge
Seminar 
Non-continuous Seminar
University

14S Wood 1-1/4" Straight Edge
Seminar (no modesty)
University (no modesty)

34S Wood 3/8" Straight Edge
Seminar (no modesty)
University (no modesty)

IM Vinyl Impact Edge
Seminar (no modesty)
Non-continuous Seminar (no modesty)
University (no modesty)
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The ultimate in advanced presentation technology, this state-of-the-art lectern
features complete control and comfort. It accommodates a touch-screen
monitor or laptop access. Flexibility is the key. The Wharton Lectern rises 
to the occasion with electronically adjustable height to fit most presenters.

• Two additional external power outlets
• Optional touch screen monitor available from 

Crestron, Inc.®

• Adjustable light and microphone
• Expanding plexi-glass top
• Keyboard drawer available
• Two swing-out drink caddies

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comWharton™ Lectern

Height Adjustable Laptop Accommodation Crestron MonitorLectern
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HD-High Density

Designed by Giancarlo Piretti, the Strive seating collection brings flex comfort
to a broad audience due to its low price. The flex back encourages
movement, relaxation and enhance circulation. This clean, elegant form also
provides exceptional support and comfort. It’s 100% recyclable, too.

• High-density, sled base, 4-leg, castered, mobile
nesting and task styles

• Arms, armless, or tablet arm
• Poly or upholstered
• Cafe stools and task stools also available

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.com

Sled Base – Poly Sled Base – Cantilever
Arm – Uph

4-Leg – Poly 4-Leg Loop Arm –
Uph

4-Leg – Casters –
Cantilever Arm – Uph

Nesting – Poly Nesting – Arm – Uph Task – Poly Task – Cantilever Arm –
Uph

Strive® Seating Collection



Poly Back – Arms Upholstered
Back – Arms

Nesting – Arms

Torsion® Task Chair Torsion on the Go!® Chair
It flexes for comfort. It follows you anywhere. It flips up and nests for
storage. It’s a new kind of functionality. Comfortable enough to use
as a task chair. Affordable enough to use as a side chair.

• Flex back
• Thick seat cushion
• Upholstered seat with upholstered or poly back
• Nesting 
• Arms, armless or tablet arm

Lightweight and small in scale, Torsion chairs are easy to move.
Exceptional comfort in an inexpensive task chair. Passive
ergonomics with smooth back flex.

• Armless or T arms
• Poly or upholstered

Torsion Task Chair Torsion on the Go! Chair

Poly Back – Armless Upholstered Back –
Armless

Nesting – Armless

Stool – Poly –
Armless

Upholstered –
T Arms

Poly – Armless Upholstered –
Armless
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Discover the essence of clean, modern, conforming comfort. This fresh
interpretation of classic Torsion combines a lighter visual impression,
breathability, and exceptional comfort. Designed by Giancarlo Piretti.

• Arms or armless.
• Black or grey mesh back.
• Choice of upholstery.

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comTorsion Air® Seating Collection

4-Leg - Arms Sled Base Sled Base – Arms4-Leg

Nesting - Arms Task Task - ArmsNesting
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Engage® Task Chair

Engage Task Chair

Poly Back – Armless Poly Back -Fixed
Arms 

Poly Back - Adjustable
Arms 

Upholstered Back -
Adjustable Arms 

Stool - Armless Stool - Adjustable
Arms  

It adjusts to your body. It adapts to your tasks. It even fits your
budget. Clean, crisp look that fits any learning environment.
Simple to adjust.

• Seat and back move with your body... automatically
• Armless, fixed arms, height-adjustable arms, or 

pivoting armcaps

Piretti 2000 Series® Task Chair

Piretti 2000 Series Task Chair

Task - Armless Task - Arms Stool - T Arms  

Value and versatility reach a new plateau with the Piretti 2000 
Series Task chair. It’s a comfortable, high-value seating alternative 
for educational environments. Adjustability and flexing comfort 
provide increased value and the benefits of ergonomic seating.

• Large scale to fit any individual
• Thick seat for long-term use
• Soft, curved shape works anywhere
• Multiple options to customize the chair ‘up’ or ‘down’
• Armless or T Arms
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Impress® Task Chair Impress® Ultra Task Chair
Unbelievable comfort at an unheard of price. It offers more
big-ticket features for less money. Cushy seat. Numerous
adjustments to achieve the perfect fit.  Stunning design. All
at an unbelievable price. 

• Chair moves with your body (synchrotilt) 
• Back-height adjustment
• Armless, T arms or loop arms
• Adjustable arm height and arm width
• Optional seat depth adjustment
• Sled-base, chair and stool also available
• Black frame

Impress Task Chair Impress Ultra Task Chair

Adjustable Loop
Arm

Loop Arm

Sled Base - Armless Stool - Armless

Mid Back Pivot Arm Mid Back Adjustable
Loop Arm

High Back Guest

Impress Ultra chairs take the great comfort of Impress seating and
improve it. A mesh back conforms to the unique curvature of your
back. The soft Impress seat can be covered with Teknit™ fabric,
which stretches two ways and is specifically woven for the Impress
Ultra seat.

• High-back or mid-back task chairs and a guest chair
• Seat adjustable (task chairs)
• Back-height adjustable (mid-back task chair only)
• Seat slide depth adjustable (task chairs)
• Four arm styles - Adjustable 360 degree pivot arm, adjustable

T arm, fixed loop arm, and adjustable loop arm

High Back T Arm High Back ArmlessArmless

T Arm
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Upholstered -
Arms

Flex Back

Daylight® Chair Perry® Chair
The first all mesh high-density stack chair - for comfort and light
weight. Mesh conforms to and cradles your body. Daylight chair
eliminates uncomfortable pressure points. And, its open weave
revives you with continuous ventilation. The clean, contemporary
design blends seamlessly into various settings.    

• Standard ganging glides aid in maintaining straight rows
• Extremely light weight at 9 pounds - easy to reconfigure and stack
• Stacks up to 44 high
• Optional transport dolly

Daylight Chair Perry Chair

Light Grey Mesh
Seat and Back

Stacking 

White Mesh Seat
and Back

Poly - Armless Poly - Arms Upholstered -
Armless  

An articulating, high-density stack chair with an innate sense of
elegance. Durable. Versatile. Comfortable.

• Poly seat and back, upholstered seat and back, or cushioned
upholstered seat and back

• Sled base frame
• Arms, armless, or tablet arm
• Two tablet arm sizes
• Optional bookrack
• Ganging
• High density stacking up to 25 chairs

Tablet Arm Chair Caddy

Black Mesh Seat
and Back

Chair Caddy 
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Matrix® Chair
A high-density stack chair with an ergonomically conceived designed.
The compound seat and backrest provide a unique level of comfort
and support.   

• Poly seat and back; upholstered seat and back; or fixed, cushioned 
upholstered seat or seat and back

• Sled base frame
• Arms, armless, or tablet arm
• Two tablet arm sizes
• Optional bookrack
• Ganging

Maestro Chair Matrix Chair

Upholstered -
Arms 

Tablet Arm

Poly - Armless Poly - Arms Chair Caddy

Upholstered -
Armless

Maestro® Chair
An economical high-density stack chair with superior durability.  

• Integrated handle on back
• Poly seat and back; or fixed, cushioned 

upholstered seat or seat and back
• Sled base frame
• Armless or tablet arm
• Ganging
• High density stacking up to 38 chairs

Chair Caddy  Poly 

Tablet Arm

Upholstered Seat and
Back Cushion  
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Deluxe portable seating that is easy to set up and easy to take down.
Auditorium folding chairs are the perfect choice where quality and quantity
are key issues. With two cushion thicknesses, individuals are comfortable
through an entire class or event.  

• No arms or arms
• Independent folding seats available
• Welded crossbraces add stability to front and

rear legs
• Color-coordinated glides grip floor surfaces

with out marring
• Easy to store or transport on caddies,

maximizing storage space

For the most current pricing and information please

vis it KIeducation.com Auditorium Folding Chair

731 734
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Glimmer® Seating Collection
Designed to maximize both visual excitement and practical comfort,
Glimmer is also tough enough for rigorous use. Designer Francisco
Romero created unique angles and planes for architectural interest.
The curved back and sculpted seat provide unexpected comfort.

• 4-leg with glides or casters; task chairs or task stools
• Arms or armless.
• Poly, upholstered seat, or upholstered seat and back.

Silhouette Chairs Glimmer Seating Collection

Silhouette® Chairs
A unique blend of elegant design, affordability and exceptional
comfort, Silhouette reflects a contemporary, cutting edge
attitude. Contoured shell and flexing back provide remarkable
comfort.

• Poly or upholstered
• Arms or armless

Upholstered - 
Armless

Poly - Armless

Upholstered - 
Arms

Poly - Arms 4-Leg - Poly -
Arms

4-Leg - Uph Seat 4-Leg - Uph
Seat/Back - Arms

4-Leg with Casters
- Uph Seat

Task - Stool -
Poly - Arms

Task - Uph Seat Task - Uph Seat -
Arms

Task - Uph
Seat/Back - Arms
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Cody™ Lounge Chairs and Ottoman, CrossRoads® Shelving, Genius® Wall
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Transforming Information Access

Excerpts from the white paper “Planet
Library” by William Dittoe and Kathleen Webb.

Entire “Planet Library” available through www.ki.com.

Planet Library
In today’s digital world, students make frequent and steady use
of digital information in support of their studies and research
instead of relying on printed materials as their primary
resources. With this shift, traditional library spaces have
become less utilized. Libraries must transform in order to serve
a more tech-savvy user group, one that holds different ideas
about how learning occurs.

Additionally, collaborative learning and interdisciplinary teaching
methods are commonplace in education and require services
and spaces not found in traditional libraries. Learning has
become much more social and students expect to find and use
spaces that support group and collaborative work.
Demands for 24/7 operations and the proliferation of
bookstores and coffee shops have also increased the
expectations of library users.

For these key reasons, libraries are transitioning away from their
past primary roles of book access and storage. They must find
new ways to remain relevant to the students and faculty
members they serve. They must further leverage their spaces to
better support academic and intellectual success.
Yet, the ultimate goal of academic libraries remains the same—
to provide the necessary resources to generate and disseminate
information.

Successful Transformations
KI helps libraries create new-era learning environments. We
offer practical and versatile product lines to complement and
complete redesigned spaces earmarked for new purposes, such
as “learning commons.” Our exceptional solutions give students
a place for both study and socialization, and support areas
dedicated to academic and cultural experimentation about
learning and space.

Activity Solution

Collaborating Mobile furniture enhances
flexibility. Lounge chairs (40 sq.
ft./seat) provide comfort and
tablet arm function

Studying/Training Carrels offer privacy for focused
study (30-40 sq. ft./workstation
for short stay and 50-60 sq. ft.
/workstation for long stay).
Tables with power access
facilitate laptop use and
conservation of battery power
( 25 sq. ft./ seat)

Presenting Auditorium and lecture hall
seating efficiently serve larger
groups (10 sq. ft. /seat + 100
sq. ft. for presenter).
Conference rooms (25 sq.
ft/seat) hold smaller meetings.

Supporting Circulation desks, specialty
library items and admin office
furniture provide functionally
advanced workspaces for faculty
and staff (125 to 150 sq. ft./
workstation)

Storing and Displaying Shelving, mobile storage and
specialty library items
accommodate multi-media
storage and display.

Well-designed libraries can encourage interactive learning
through environments that are typically much more open than
standard classrooms with fixed walls. With our bold products,
libraries can intelligently repurpose their facilities into flexible
and fluid spaces most suitable for active learning.

KI products further support the technology rich, user-driven
spaces within the 21st century academic library. Smart and
adaptable, we provide solutions that encourage the freedom to
explore diverse teaching and learning processes within the
library environment.

From learning centers and IT training spaces, to multimedia
student presentation rooms, project areas, and experimental
classrooms, KI solutions help transform the library into the
center for campus learning, experimentation and exploration.

NEW!
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Panel Leg Table 4-Leg Table with PowerUp Square Table with
PowerUp 

Timeless CrossRoads furniture blends into any setting with an inviting
transitional design and clean, understated details. It integrates aesthetics,
technology and craftsmanship. Plus, it's versatile enough to handle any
demand. For now, for the future, durable CrossRoads withstands the 
test of time.

• Curved or straight styles
• Customizable circulation desk
• Carrels in two heights and tables in three heights
• Panel leg or rectangular, square and round 4-leg tables
• PowerUp modules or grommets 
• Single and double face carrels, stand-up stations, 

shelving and periodical shelving
• Starter and adder units

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comCrossRoads® Library Furniture

Round Table Chair - Large 

Atlas Stand Dictionary Stand 
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Study Carrel ADA Carrel (32” High Worksurface)
with Task Light

Stand-Up Computer Station 

Shelving - Starter and Adder Shelving - Metal Periodical Shelving

Newspaper Display Rolling Carts - Flat or Slanted Shelves

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comCrossRoads® Library Furniture

Descending Platform Book Cart 
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With Genius walls, schools can easily add private study areas to a library or
reconfigure administrative offices. Changes can be made during the school
year with minimal disruption. It’s even a smart choice for some classroom
applications, so you can reconfigure as student ratios fluctuate and staff needs
change. Lifelong durability. Supports modular components and writing
surfaces. And, an unprecedented Sound Transmission Class rating of 44-48
for superb acoustical privacy.

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comGenius® Wall
• Virtually unlimited array of finish options 
• Removable panel shells provide easy access to

power and data                                                             
• Quiet and quick installation - no tools, no

hammering, no disruption                                                 
• Greenguard™ tested and approved - 99% reusable

- 96% recyclable - made with more than 70%
recycled aluminum

• Glass options for more natural daylighting
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Combine the functional advantages of a system with fresh, architectural 
elements. The result is collaboration without clutter; flexibility without a 
patchwork of furnishings and space planning without cookie-cutter surfaces.
The StudioWorks collection provides enhanced functionality and expandable
space planning to respond to team-based environments. Products function 
on their own or within an existing panel system.

• Lifted panels - 6" or 12" from floor
• Large horizontal shells - interchangeable
• Flat trim - standard and metallic trim colors
• Tethered screens
• Power access throughout the span
• Island for tight spaces
• Bench for sit/store option

Workstation - 12-Inch Leg Workstation - 6-Inch Leg 4 Pack

Bench Island Synthesis Wave Table

Workstation - Island

Reception Desk

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comStudioWorks® Collection
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For the most current pricing and information please visit KIeducation.com

InTandem® Table System
A powerful alternative. Impressive wire management. Compelling
appearance. Flexible configurations. Back-to-back. Side-to-side.
Any way you want it. The InTandem table system is the easiest
way to access power and data.

• 8-wire, hard wire or non-powered beams
• Unique internal beams hold separated wires and cables
• Beam has flip-down doors with convenient access from front

or back
• Three table depths, nine table lengths, three leg heights 
• Three privacy screen/divider heights

Wheelchair Kit  

Beam Interior PowerUp Module

DataLink® Table System
A highly flexible, easily reconfigurable table system, with “computer
friendly” design and laid-in wiring. An integral, large-capacity wire
trough assembly folds with the table when it is reconfigured or stored. 

• Fixed or folding 
• Two integral handles for ease of transport
• Wedges to form radiused configurations in 

three edge styles
• Five edge styles
• Optional PowerUp modules or grommets
• Ganging

Rectangular - Leg
Profile

Rectangular - Front
View

InTandem Table Seating

Rectangular - Angle

Wedge Folding 

Rectangular - Leg
Profile 

Rectangular - Front
View 

DataLink Table System
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Hurry Up!® Tables Trek® Tables
Discover a fresh perspective on table design. The angled profile of the
leg is a significant departure from traditional “floor-hugging” bases. This
new design direction extends to more edge and design options, too.

• Fixed, folding, flip-top, lightweight or “Plus” styles
• Oversized casters or glides on three base styles
• Eight edge styles and eight table shapes 
• Optional wire management and PowerUp® modules or grommets
• Optional modesty panels and ganging      

Hurry Up! tables are quick to set up, easy to reconfigure, and simple
to store. They enable last-minute changes and quick response to
changing needs.

• Fixed, flip-top, or lightweight flip-top styles
• Oversized casters or glides
• Rectangular tables in eight edge styles
• Optional PowerUp modules or grommets
• Optional wire management and PowerUp modules or grommets

Nesting - Flip-Top -
Rectangular

Flip-Top - Rectangular
- Modesty Panel 

Flip-Top - Rectangular
- Modesty Panel 

Flip-Top - Rectangular
- Urethane Edge

Flip-Top Release Glides

Nesting - Flip-Top T
Base - Rectangular

T Base - Rectangular T Base - Rectangular -
Modesty Panel

V Base - Monitor StandV Base - Dune V Base - Slate

X Base - Round T Base - Crescent Casters or Glides

Hurry Up! Tables Trek Tables
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With an animated, contemporary design, Inquire tables have a distinctive
appeal. A variety of shapes and sizes make them great for any application.
With casters or glides, they can be quickly rearranged to adapt to changing
needs. Canted legs provide extra knee space—ideal for areas where space
is at a premium.

•Shapes - rectangular, square, round, half round,
trapezoidal and wave

•Sizes - 32 sizes from 18"x60" to 30"x84"
•Straight or canted legs
•Casters or glides
•29" and 32" heights
•Optional modesty panel

Rectangle Straight Legs Square Round Rectangle T-Base

Half Round Trapezoid Wave Shape Round - X Base Square - X Base

Rectangular - Straight and
Canted Legs - Modesty Panel

For the most current pricing and information please

vis it KIeducation.com Inquire® Table
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Enlite tables simplify complex learning environments by responding to
collaborative or independent learning needs. They allow students to easily
engage in the learning process through responsive design, efficient shapes
and dependable strength.

For the most current pricing and information please

vis it KIeducation.com Enlite® Table

Scale-Up (3) Trapezoid Swatch Round

Boomerang Quarter-Round Rectangle Boat Half-Hex

Square

• Shapes - ten shapes from round to rectangular
and everywhere in between

• More than 50 sizes
• Edges in two depths and three styles
• End Panels - solid, perforated or laminate
• Casters or glides
• Optional ADA ht available
• Optional leg wireways
• Optional PowerUp modules
• Optional ganging
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Athens® Tables Synthesis® Table
The perfect blend of form and function. Inspired by architecture.
Designed for collaboration. Integrated for power. Optional integrated
wire management lets you stay connected.

• Fixed, folding, rolling and “Plus” styles
• Thirteen edge styles
• Four base styles
• Optional pin-height adjustable base
• Optional modesty panels
• Optional veneer tops

Encourage interaction anywhere people gather with Athens tables.
Whether it’s to grab a bite to eat or engage in lively conversation,
Athens tables complement any décor.

• Three base styles
• Six edge styles
• Two standard heights
• Square or round tops
• Laminate or wood veneer tops
• Various sizes

Athens Tables Synthesis Table

X Base - Round 

Disc Base Tapered Base Adjustable Height Round Disc Base

Round Tapered Base

T Base - Rectangular TT Base - Wide Leg -
Rectangular
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DataLink® Multipurpose Table Portico™ Table
A fresh look. A colorful accent. A perfect complement. The elliptical
steel tubing reflects a contemporary style. Welded base design for
enhanced durability and a price point designed for limited budgets.

• Fixed, folding, flip-top, lightweight or “Plus” styles
• Three base styles
• Four edge styles and eight table shapes 
• Optional PowerUp modules or grommets
• Optional wire management
• Optional modesty panels
• Optional ganging

Classic styling with a contemporary edge. The graceful base provides
a clean line, which complements the elliptical upright. Elegant design.
Versatile function. Moderate price. 

• Fixed, folding, flip-top, lightweight or “Plus” styles
• Eight edge styles 
• Three base styles and eight table shapes 
• Optional PowerUp modules or grommets
• Optional wire management
• Optional modesty panels
• Optional ganging

DataLink Multipurpose Table Portico Table

T Base - Rectangular X Base - Square T Base Rectangular -
Modesty Panel  

T Base - Oval

T Base - Rectangular X Base - Square 

X Base - Round T Base - Oval

T Base
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Barron® Table Venue® Table
We put everything on the table. Extra choice. Extra reliability. At
no extra charge. We overdid everything but the price. A different
Venue for every venue.

• Venue D - a timeless look.
• Venue F - an understated profile 
• Fixed base
• 18 top and edge combinations - including Perimeters and 

veneer surfaces

We put everything on the table. Extra choice. Extra reliability. At no
extra charge. We overdid everything but the price. Contemporary
classics in every shape and size.

• Fixed, folding, flip-top, lightweight or “Plus” styles
• Three base styles
• Field-installable Rolling Barron base
• Eight edge styles and eight table shapes 
• Optional PowerUp modules or grommets
• Optional wire management
• Optional modesty panels
• Optional ganging

Barron Table Venue Table

T Base - Rectangular X Base - Square

X Base - Round F Base - Single Pedestal
- Round - Laminate Top

and Edge

D Base - Double
Pedestal - Oval -

Veneer Edge 

T Base - Oval 

F Base - Double Pedestal -
Oval - Laminate Top and Edge 
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Flex™ Table Devon™ Table
Understated elegance. Simple lines. Solid maple wood and veneer
construction. The classic tables that make up our Devon collection will
never go out of style, because the warmth and appeal of wood never
go out of style. They fit almost anywhere and match almost anything.

• Lamp, club, end, coffee and console tables 
• In 17", 19", 22" and 28" heights
• Round, oval, square, rectangular and console shapes
• Quick Ship available
• Wood veneer tops

Appropriate materials. Simple Lines. This classic table collection 
will never go out of style. Flex is the appropriate solution for any
learning environment.

• End, club, coffee and console tables
• In 18", 22" and 29" heights 
• Rectangular, square, round, oval and console shapes
• Wood veneer or laminate tops

Flex Table Devon Table

End Tables Coffee and Club Tables

Coffee and Console
Tables

End Tables Coffee and Club Tables 

Coffee and Console
Tables
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Basic 4-Leg -
Arms 

Conference 4-Leg
- Upholstered -

Arms

Standard 4-Leg
Upholstered -

Armless 

XL - 4-Leg -
Arms

Wallsaver -
Arms

Sled Base - Round
Wood Back -

Upholstered Seat -
Armless

Standard Sled Base
- Upholstered -

Arms 

4-Leg - Square
Wood Cutout -
Tan - Armless

Xylon® Seating Versa® Seating
Simple is beautiful. So is rugged durability. Here’s a small-scale guest
chair with big comfort. More variations than we can remember.
Versatility. Functionality. Design flexibility.

• Basic, Standard or Conference styles
• Poly seat and back, upholstered seat and back, wood 

seat and back, or upholstered seat with wood back
• Four frame styles (4-leg, sled base, wallsaver, or basic)
• Arms, armless, or tablet arm

Take an exciting design executed in wood. Add a back that moves
plus a contoured seat and back for comfort during extended use.
That’s Xylon.  

• Wood or metal frame
• Arms or armless
• Metal frame armless chairs stack eight high on dolly

Xylon Seating Versa Seating

Armless 
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Itoki DD™ Table Itoki DP™ Chair
This fresh, yet classic form joins two plyform shells into a uniquely
inviting shape. It reflects compelling brands, unique cultures and
unmistakable identities. Equally as functional as it is elegant, the DP
chair’s distinct design feels right in a multitude of settings.

• Cushioned seat or cushioned seat and back
• Chrome frame
• Natural on Walnut wood finish
• Black or Red upholstery

Itoki DD tables are the ultimate in refined elegance, modern design
and simple beauty. Cantilevered leg style defines visual simplicity.
Designed to complement - not dominate environments, Itoki DD
tables enhance any setting and make a fresh design statement.

• 42, 70, 82, and 94" lengths
• Itoki silver frame
• Wide variety of laminate top finishes

Itoki DD Table Itoki DP Chair
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Torsion on the Go!® Chair
It flexes for comfort. It follows you anywhere. It flips up and nests for
storage. It’s a new kind of functionality. Comfortable enough to use as
a task chair. Affordable enough to use as a side chair.

• Flex back 
• Thick seat cushion
• Upholstered seat with upholstered or poly back
• Nesting 
• Arms, armless or tablet arm

Torsion on the Go! Chair

Nesting Uph seat -
armless

Upholstered Back -
Armless

Uph seat - arms Uph seat/back -
arms

Uph seat - tablet

MI6® Chair
A durable chair that performs multiple tasks at a minimal price.
The MI6 nesting chair is the answer for clever seating and compact
storage. Affordable seating and astounding comfort that fits any
space. Economically priced and built to exceed expectations.
• Nesting design
• Casters
• Poly or upholstered
• Arms, armless, or tablet arms

Poly Back and Seat -
Armless

Poly Back/ Upholstered
Seat - Armless

Upholstered Back
and Seat - Arms

Nesting - Armless

MI6 Chair
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Silhouette® Chair 
Express your commitment to quality and style. Get a unique
blend of elegant design, affordability and exceptional comfort.
Its distinctive visual impact is readily apparent. It reflects a
contemporary, cutting-edge attitude. The flex back and
contoured shell minimize pressure points for remarkable
comfort. A bold design at a modest price.

Silhouette Chair 

Poly - Armless Poly - Arms

Upholstered - Arms

Stacking

Upholstered - Armless

Rapture® Chair
Contemporary design transported to new heights of comfort and
value. It’s a very versatile stack chair. High style and comfort. Priced
just low enough to get carried away.

• Elegantly curved profile
• Poly back has dimpled detail
• Lip handle on back
• Upholstered seat and back, upholstered seat with poly back, or

poly seat and back
• Arms, armless or tablet arm
• Casters or glides

Rapture Chair

Poly Seat and
Back

Upholstered
Seat/Poly Back 

Casters -
Armless 

Stacking
Armchairs 

Upholstered
Seat and Back 

Tablet Arm

Wallsaver 
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Designed by Giancarlo Piretti, the Strive seating collection brings flex comfort
to a broad audience due to its low price. The flex back encourages movement,
relaxation and enhance circulation. This clean, elegant form also provides
exceptional support and comfort. It’s 100% recyclable, too.

• High-density, sled base, 4-leg, castered, mobile
nesting and task styles

• Arms, armless, or tablet arm
• Poly or upholstered
• Cafe stools and task stools also available

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comStrive® Seating Collection

HD - High Density Sled Base - Poly Sled Base - Cantilever
Arm - Uph

4-Leg - Poly 4-Leg Loop Arm - Uph

4-Leg - Casters -
Cantilever Arm - Uph

Nesting - Poly Nesting - Arm - Uph Task - Poly Task - Cantilever Arm -
Uph
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Discover the essence of clean, modern, conforming comfort. This fresh
interpretation of classic Torsion combines a lighter visual impression,
breathability, and exceptional comfort. Designed by Giancarlo Piretti.

• Arms or armless
• Black or grey mesh back
• Choice of upholstery

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comTorsion Air® Seating Collection

4-Leg - Armless 4-Leg - Arms Sled Base Sled Base - Arms

Nesting Nesting - Arms Task Task - Arms
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Lyra’s simple form and elegance are enhanced through the use of mixed
materials, allowing for a dynamic visual range that bridges the gap between
formal and informal settings. It is ideal for creating visually compelling, yet
functional spaces that are as impressive as they are welcoming.

• Three base styles - wood, fluted, and sled
• Wood-base - chair, loveseat, sofa, ottoman, table
• Fluted base - chair, table
• Sled-base - chair, loveseat, sofa, ottoman, table

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comLyra® Lounge Collection

Lounge Base - Chair Club Base - Chair Parlor Base - Chair

Lounge Base - Collection Parlor Base - Collection
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Sela is specifically designed for informal learning spaces and lounge areas.
The comfortable, functional design invites and relaxes. It brilliantly supports
the spontaneous learning that occurs in today’s educational environments.
Highly durable and exceptionally comfortable, Sela responds to all the ways
individuals relax, relate, congregate or learn. 

• Chair and a Half, Lounge Chair, Tablet Arm Chair,
Loveseat, Sofa, Ottoman, and Tables

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comSela® Collection

Chair and a Half Lounge Chair Loveseat Sofa

Ottoman End Table Coffee Table

Wood Base -
Wood Arm Caps
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Jessa™ Seating
A workable solution to any design dilemma, Jessa is deliberately
sturdy, full of function, and able to cross the line between classic
and contemporary. With Jessa's slender design and slightly higher
than normal back, you get unparalleled support and styling.

• Chair, loveseat, sofa and tablet arm chair
• Wood arm caps available
• Removable or non-removable tablet in bowfront or 

teardrop shapes
• Tablet connection hole cover available
• Casters available - front, rear or front/rear
• Optional moisture barrier

Jessa Seating

Chair Chair - Side View Loveseat  

Sofa Chair with Tablet
Arm 

Tea Cup™ Seating

Chair Chair - Side View Loveseat - Single
Seat 

Loveseat - Double
Seat 

Chair with Tablet
Arm 

Tea Cup Seating

Full of character, fun, and inspiration. Tea Cup redefines the definition of
form versus function. Let your design juices flow and pour a little flavor
into the room with scooped single and double convex seats.

• Chair, loveseat double seat, loveseat single seat and tablet arm chair
• Removable or non-removable tablet arm in round or teardrop shapes
• Contrasting upholstery available
• Brushed, polished or powder coated solid aluminum legs
• Tablet connection hole cover available
• Casters available - front/rear
• Wood arm caps available
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Cody™ Seating
Character and versatility beyond your expectations. With its rounded
arm fronts and beautifully rolled seat back, Cody creates a harmonic
mix of straight and curved lines. It goes beyond simple styling and
comfort to offer a functional lounge alternative that transitions
between work and leisure.

• Chair, loveseat, sofa and tablet arm chair
• Optional moisture barrier
• Optional reversible seat cushion with rounded 

front edge

Cody Seating

Chair Chair - Back
View

Loveseat  

Sofa Chair with Tablet
Arm 

Relax™ Seating

Chair Tablet Arm Chair Tablet Arm Chair

Relax Seating

The alternative for working comfort. Relax embodies all the
functionality and design innovation of a durable lounge chair while
providing a unique and flexible workstation. It has rear casters for
mobility, a reclining back for comfort and an articulating, folded
armrest that converts to a writing surface or a laptop platform. Relax
is a visually stimulating choice for educational settings.

• Armless or with hinged or one-piece tablet arm
• Choose four legs, four casters, rear casters or front casters
• Contrasting upholstery available
• Optional rear-mounted push bar



Genius® Wall, Strive® Chair with Casters, Impress® Ultra Task Chair



Admin Office/Conference Planning

Ergonomic Seating
Accomplishing work effectively requires a total system that 
integrates the user into the workspace. The chair is the critical
link between the user and the task to be accomplished. 

Chairs need to be designed to accommodate physical changes 
in users, advances in the tools used and development of the tasks
performed.

User Trends
• Aging: Increased sensitivity to pressure points

• Obesity: Chair fit is an issue. Need wider seats, 
deeper seat adjustments and different backs 
for improved lumbar support

Adverse Effects of Evolving Tasks
• Technology: more and varying technology consumes

more valuable work space

• Sedentary positioning due to longer sitting periods 
results in fatigue

Ergonomic Seating Goals
• Increase Stability: provide natural support for the 

many parts of the body in various positions

• Minimize muscle tension: ongoing muscle activity 
to maintain posture causes fatigue. Relaxed posture 
sustains energy

• Promote movement: it is healthy and natural for 
the body to move, maintaining circulation
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Efficient workspaces that are flexible and durable. Convenient 
filing for all kinds of documents and media. Conference spaces
that facilitate and accommodate meetings. Furniture that works
with today’s and tomorrow’s technology. Ergonomic comfort.
Complete design continuity. If you can imagine it, KI can make 
it a reality.

Team up with KI to design a better approach to administrative
offices and conference rooms. KI can help survey campus 
associates on their space utilization needs and recommend 
solutions that create efficient, productive office environments. 

Considerations include space utilization technology needs, 
work flow, noise reduction, lighting, flexibility for reconfiguration,
and privacy.

Activity Solution
Reconfiguring Mobile furniture and easy to

reconfigure systems

Adapting Mobile furniture and height
adjustability

Efficient Storing Adaptable filing systems, 
and easily accessible overhead
storage

Comfortable Sitting/Standing Adjustable, ergonomic 
seating, and height adjustable
worksurfaces

Concealing Panel systems, privacy panels 
on desking systems

Teaming Shared workstations and 
mobile furniture

Reception Upscale look, accessibility, 
transaction countertops and 
concealed wire management

Conferencing Ganging tables, veneer tops/
edges, power access
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With Genius walls, schools can easily add private study areas to a library or
reconfigure administrative offices. Changes can be made during the school year
with minimal disruption. It’s even a smart choice for some classroom
applications, so you can reconfigure as student ratios fluctuate and staff needs
change. Lifelong durability. Supports modular components and writing surfaces.
And, an unprecedented Sound Transmission Class rating of 44-48 for superb
acoustical privacy.

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comGenius® Wall
• Virtually unlimited array of finish options 
• Removable panel shells provide easy access to

power and data                                                             
• Quiet and quick installation - no tools, no

hammering, no disruption                                                      
• Greenguard™ tested and approved - 99% reusable 

- 96% recyclable - made with more than 70%
recycled aluminum

• Glass options for more natural daylighting
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Unite is a simple, responsive approach to space that unifies people, furniture,
and architecture to create high-performance environments. Easy to plan, specify,
and install, Unite integrates elements within a space as defined by its functional
needs. Benching, blended, storage, and traditional concepts can be applied.

For the most current pric ing and information please

visit KIeducation.com

• Panels in 7 widths and 5 heights
• 16" stackers in 7 widths
• 3 base options: raceway, elevated, and tile-to-floor
• Monolithic tiles in steel or fabric
• Upper stacking tiles in steel, fabric, glass, perforated

steel, markerboard, and slat wall
• Accessories include divider screens, modesty panels,

spanning top caps, and tackboards

Unite® Panel System    
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WireWorks® Panel System StudioWorks® Collection
WireWorks offers unprecedented configurability and design appeal.
Head-turning aesthetics and extraordinary wire management capabilities
make it easy to work with and easy to work in.

• Easy panel connections
• Lay in wiring anywhere in the panel
• Monolithic, segmented, and/or stackable tiles
• Off module panels/storage

StudioWorks combines the functional advantages of a system with
fresh, architectural elements. The result is collaboration without
clutter; flexibility without a patchwork of furnishings and space planning
without cookie-cutter surfaces.

• Lifted panels - 6" or 12" from floor
• Large horizontal shells - interchangeable
• Tethered screens
• Power access throughout the span

WireWorks Panel System StudioWorks Collection
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System 3000® Panel System Prosper® Collection
Create a comfortable, productive environment with System 3000 panel       
system. It effectively organizes the workplace by maximizing available    
space. This modular system consists of panels, worksurfaces and
storage components that can be designed as shared workstations or
private offices.

• Glass, fabric, or fabric-covered acoustical panels       
• Base feed or top feed 10-wire electrical                  
• Numerous worksurface shapes and countertops              
• Universal or Balance overhead storage                  
• Pedestal files and lateral files

Flexibility is key to a prosperous work space. Clean lines combined
with outstanding durability define Prosper’s style. It’s simple, versatile
and affordable. With solutions designed to support virtually every
work environment, planning office space has never been easier.

• 36 worksurface shapes
• 10 panel styles
• Quarter, half and full glass options
• Pedestal and lateral files
• Open shelves and overhead cabinets

System 3000 Panel System Prosper Collection

For the most current pricing and information please visit KIeducation.com 
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Darwin® Collection Delsanti® Collection
Apply Darwin’s warm elegance in executive suites, u-shaped
workstations, gallery desks, complete wall units or multipurpose areas.

• Five wood finishes
• Six edge choices
• Modular, non-handed pedestals 
• Fully veneered drawer and cabinet interiors
• Crown molding on overheads
• Fully finished tops, sides and backs of all cases

Delsanti offers an incredibly large number of versatile components that
offer durability, quality, and value.

• Five wood finishes
• Extensive choice of components, shapes and sizes
• Total modularity, hundreds of office solutions
• Fully veneered drawer and cabinet interiors
• Fully finished tops, sides and backs of all cases

Darwin Collection Delsanti Collection

For the most current pricing and information please visit KIeducation.com 
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System 3000® Panel System Prosper® Collection
Create a comfortable, productive environment with System 3000 panel       
system. It effectively organizes the workplace by maximizing available    
space. This modular system consists of panels, worksurfaces and
storage components that can be designed as shared workstations or
private offices.

• Glass, fabric, or fabric-covered acoustical panels       
• Base feed or top feed 10-wire electrical                  
• Numerous worksurface shapes and countertops              
• Universal or Balance overhead storage                  
• Pedestal files and lateral files

Flexibility is key to a prosperous work space. Clean lines combined
with outstanding durability define Prosper’s style. It’s simple, versatile
and affordable. With solutions designed to support virtually every
work environment, planning office space has never been easier.

• 36 worksurface shapes
• 10 panel styles
• Quarter, half and full glass options
• Pedestal and lateral files
• Open shelves and overhead cabinets

System 3000 Panel System Prosper Collection

For the most current pricing and information please visit KIeducation.com 
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Darwin® Collection Delsanti® Collection
Apply Darwin’s warm elegance in executive suites, u-shaped
workstations, gallery desks, complete wall units or multipurpose areas.

• Five wood finishes
• Six edge choices
• Modular, non-handed pedestals 
• Fully veneered drawer and cabinet interiors
• Crown molding on overheads
• Fully finished tops, sides and backs of all cases

Delsanti offers an incredibly large number of versatile components that
offer durability, quality, and value.

• Five wood finishes
• Extensive choice of components, shapes and sizes
• Total modularity, hundreds of office solutions
• Fully veneered drawer and cabinet interiors
• Fully finished tops, sides and backs of all cases

Darwin Collection Delsanti Collection

For the most current pricing and information please visit KIeducation.com 
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Aristotle’s flexibility presents virtually endless design possibilities. Its modular
design enables it to conform to the space and functional needs of any office
environment. Aristotle offers an upscale look at an affordable price. It provides
durability to withstand years of use.

• Modular construction offers a variety of desking
configurations

• Storage options include towers, overheads,
credenzas, cupboards and cabinets

• Matching freestanding tables

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comAristotle® Casegoods

Private Conference Reception
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A true combination of power and productivity, True desking features
freestanding modular flexibility with powerful function and dynamic style.
It seamlessly fuses contemporary and classic styles.

• Various worksurface shapes enable multiple desking
configurations

• Privacy screens, dividers, and modesty panels 
• Universal or Balance overheads
• Power and data expertly managed
• Transaction countertops

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comTrue® Desking
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In this world of constant change - it’s the one way to keep up. No other
desking on the market today matches its combination of flexibility, quality and
affordability. Genesis desking lets you adjust your desk height as easily as you
raise or lower your chair. Freestanding design makes reconfigurations simple.
Get the space utilization options of a panel system with freestanding ease of
reconfiguration.

• Pin adjustable, crank adjustable, electric adjustable, 
or fixed

• Straight or curved worksurfaces in six shapes
• Four edge styles
• Optional modesty panel and screens
• Glides or casters
• PowerUp module and/or wire management trough
• Overheads and storage modules

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comGenesis® Desking

Fixed Height Pin-Adjustable Height Crank-Adjustable Height Electric-Adjustable Height
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Basic Worksurface
with Modesty Panel

Basic Worksurface with
Full Modesty Panel

Basic Worksurface
with Full End Panel

Stand-up Height Laptop Garage on
WorkZone

For the most current pricing and information please visit KIeducation.com 

WorkZone® Desking 700 Series® Desking
WorkZone adjusts to either private offices or collaborative spaces.
Adaptable, affordable, and beautifully designed, it offers lots of options
for power access and mobility.

• Four edge styles
• Optional PowerUp module or grommets
• Worksurfaces in multiple heights and various shapes
• Privacy screens and full panel option
• Flexible CPU sling or optional security kit

700 Series desking is a flexible, freestanding modular system of
components that are easy to install, reconfigure and expand.

• Desks, returns, bridges, credenzas and corner units
• Full-height or partial-height modesty panels and privacy screens and

full end panels
• Universal overhead or open storage
• Optional PowerUp modules, grommets and wire management
• Mobile, freestanding or hanging pedestals

WorkZone Desking 700 Series Desking
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700 Series® Filing and Storage All Terrain® Mobile Furniture
The ideal filing system minimizes retrieval time, maximizes space usage
and stores virtually anything safely and securely. It combines high value,
flexibility, durability, compatibility, safety, and security. Preconfigured or
custom-built lateral files, pedestal files, vertical files, storage/multi-media
cabinets, and bookcases.

• Curve or straight design
• Nine drawer sizes
• Safety interlock system 
• Direct lock mechanism 
• Optional marker board, laminate, wood, or custom fronts
• Custom colors at little or no upcharge

It just goes with the territory. Mobility where you need it. Versatility
when you need it. Organized all the time. What a concept - tables,
storage and markerboards that go where you need it, when you need it.  

• Casters or glides
• Markerboards - lightweight foamcore, magnetic, two-sided, mobile
• Modular storage - pedestals, binder towers, storage towers and more
• Optional storage accessory items such as hard bins, file folder hangers,

and pencil cups

All Terrain Mobile Furniture

Bookcases Laterals Cabinets Verticals Pedestals and Binder Towers Storage Towers 

Screens Markerboards Markerboard Cart Storage Bins

Tool Rail Casters or Glides

Pedestals Optional Fronts 700 Series Curve
Lateral and

Pedestal 

Mobile Lateral
with Veneer Top 

Mobile Pedestal
with Cushion 

Optional Pull
Styles

700 Series Filing and Storage
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Dependable storage that has style.  Strategically engineered for enhanced
strength and durability. Flexibility and functionality - convert laterals for front-
to-back filing or turn pedestals into mobile storage units. Safety. These units
are tested to exceed strict BIFMA standards.

• Lateral files and pedestal files
• Safety interlock system
• Keyed randomly with core-removable double

bit locks

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comSmart Touch® Files



U-Series storage makes the most of even the smallest footprints without
compromising functionality. It’s cost effective and exceptionally efficient.
The U-Series offers resourceful storage solutions that promote more
flexible configurations and a wider variety of work styles. 

• Pedestals and double pedestals
• Credenzas
• Wardrobe/Cabinets
• Wardrobe/Side Access Bookshelves
• Overheads

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comU-Series® Storage

Wardrobe and Credenza Credenza Pedestal and 
Double Pedestal
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Barron Base T Base - Rectangular X Base - Square X Base Round T Base - Rectangular TT Base - Wide Leg -
Rectangular

X Base - Round T Base - Oval

For the most current pricing and information please visit KIeducation.com 

Barron® Table Synthesis® Table
We put everything on the table. Extra choice. Extra reliability. At no
extra charge. We overdid everything but the price. Contemporary
classics in every shape and size.

• Fixed, folding, flip-top, lightweight or “Plus” styles
• Three base styles and field-installable Rolling Barron base
• Eight edge styles and eight table shapes 
• Optional wire management and PowerUp modules or grommets
• Optional modesty panels and ganging

The perfect blend of form and function. Inspired by architecture.
Designed for collaboration. Integrated for power. Optional integrated
wire management lets you stay connected. 

• Fixed, folding, flip-top, lightweight or “Plus” styles
• Thirteen edge styles
• Four base styles
• Optional pin-height adjustable base
• Optional modesty panels
• Optional veneer tops

Barron Table Synthesis Table



Create various table configurations with the “Plus” table system.  
An easy-to-use, quick-connect ganging feature locks tables together. 

• Barron, DataLink Multipurpose, Portico, Synthesis 
or Trek styles

• Racetrack, quarter circle, oval, open circle, circle, 
open hexagon, hexagon, open boat shaped and 
boat shaped configurations

• Base and edge selections consistent with table style
• Optional PowerUp modules

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.com“Plus” Tables

Oval Racetrack Quarter Circle Open Hexagon 

Synthesis Base  Trek Base Portico Base 

Open Circle 

DataLink Multipurpose
Base 

Barron Base 
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T Base - Rectangular T Base - Rectangular -
Modesty Panel 

Nesting - Flip-Top T Base -
Rectangular 

X Base - Round T Base - Crescent

Discover a fresh perspective on table design. The angled profile of the 
leg is a significant departure from traditional “floor-hugging” bases.  
This new design direction extends to more edge and design options, too. 

• Fixed, folding, flip-top, lightweight or “Plus” styles
• Oversized casters or glides on three base styles
• Eight edge styles and 14 table shapes 
• Optional PowerUp® modules or grommets
• Optional wire management
• Optional modesty panels
• Optional ganging

TT Base - Boat Shape Same Height Casters
and Glides

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comTrek® Table
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This fresh, yet classic form joins two plyform shells into a uniquely
inviting shape. It reflects compelling brands, unique cultures and
unmistakable identities. Equally as functional as it is elegant, the DP
chair’s distinct design feels right in a multitude of settings.

• Cushioned seat or cushioned seat and back
• Chrome frame
• Natural on Walnut wood finish
• Black or Red upholstery

Itoki DD tables are the ultimate in refined elegance, modern design
and simple beauty. Cantilevered leg style defines visual simplicity.
Designed to complement - not dominate environments, Itoki DD
tables enhance any setting and make a fresh design statement.

• 42, 70, 82, and 94" lengths
• Itoki silver frame
• Wide variety of laminate top finishes

Itoki DD™ Table Itoki DP™ Chair

Itoki DD Table Itoki DP Chair
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AerDyn® Guest Chair Bantam™ Guest Chair
Call it simple, bur never plain. The Bantam chair is the smart choice
for those who don’t want to decide between practicality and beauty.
Clean, timeless lines exemplify simplicity while remaining
contemporary.   

• Wide variety of wood finishes

A distinctive combination of metal, wood and upholstery
complements a lightweight, airy frame. Exceptional comfort and
support with enormous design flexibility.

• Stackable

AerDyn Guest Chair Bantam Guest Chair
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Quatro™ Guest Chair Aston™ Guest Chair
With its beautiful exposed hardwood arms, Quatro seating exhibits a
stylish charm that is adaptable and accommodating. Create color and
texture combinations that enhance and transition any room design.

• Stackable
• Optional contrasting fabric

Quatro Guest Chair Aston Guest Chair

Traditional details and sophisticated styling create a look that
complements any setting.  Aston’s curved upholstered back
provides exceptional comfort and support.
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Strive® Seating Glimmer® Seating

Strive Seating Glimmer Seating

Upholstered Seat -
Armless

Stool - Poly - Arms

Upholstered Seat and
Back - Arms

Upholstered Seat -
Arms

Glimmer is designed to maximize visual excitement and physical
comfort. Yet, it is tough enough for rigorous use. Unique back angles,
surface planes and pillar arm add architectural interest. The curved
back comfortably fits your back while th sculpted seat minimizes
pressure points. And, leg room is maximized by the set-back arms.

• Task chair or task stool
• Arms or armless
• Poly or upholstered

Poly - Armless Upholstered - 
Cantilever Arm

Stool - Upholstered -
Armless

Strive’s simple, yet elegant style is an able task chair solution.
Designed by Giancarlo Piretti, Strive offers low-cost flex comfort in
a versatile task chair. Its clean, elegant form flexes with back slats
(nothing mechanical) to encourage movement, relaxation and
enhanced circulation. Strive provides exceptional support and
comfort. 100% recyclable, too.

• Task chair or task stool
• Cantilever arms or armless
• Poly or upholstered
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Discover the essence of clean, modern, conforming comfort. This fresh
interpretation of classic Torsion combines a lighter visual impression,
breathability, and exceptional comfort. Designed by Giancarlo Piretti.

• Arms or armless
• Black or grey mesh back
• Choice of upholstery

For the most current pric ing and information please

visit KIeducation.comTorsion Air® Seating Collection
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Mid Back -
Upholstered Arm 

High Back -
Upholstered Arm 

It’s as ergonomic as it is eye appealing. The overall elegance, attention
to detail and unique stitching make a powerful statement; yet the
chair is constructed for superior comfort and support. Style. Comfort.
A sophisticated presence.   

• High or mid back
• Upholstered or wood trim arms
• Locking knee tilt
• Pneumatic lift

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comCinturon™ Seating
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Poly Back - Armless Poly Back - Fixed Arms Poly Back - Adjustable
Arms 

Upholstered Back -
Adjustable Arms 

Stool - Armless Stool - Adjustable Arms

One size doesn’t fit all. One chair does. It adjusts to your body. It adapts to
your tasks. It even fits your budget. Clean, crisp look that fits any learning
environment. Simple to adjust.

• Poly or upholstered back
• Armless, fixed arms, height-adjustable arms, or 

pivoting armcaps
• Pedestal-base stool also available 

(same adjustment and arm options)

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comEngage® Task Chair
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Avail® Task Chair Altus™ Task Chair
Altus seating offers design continuity with task and conference chairs.
Each chair provides constant lumbar support and precise detailing.
Altus fabric back chairs have an automatic lumbar system that moves
with you. Altus mesh back chairs have supple mesh comfort that
conforms to your back.

• Fabric back chairs with arms or armless
• Mesh back chairs with fixed or adjustable arms and armless
• Conference chairs with arms only
• Optional headrest on task chairs

Avail provides essential comfort and support at a reasonable price. Sit
comfortably for an extended time. Avail combines a soft, resilient seat
with the supple flexibility of a mesh back. Usually found only on more
expensive task chairs, Avail’s synchrotilt mechanism adjusts the back
and seat in a 2:1 free-floating mode for exceptional support. Avail
provides everything you need in a task chair without unnecessary
features that can add to the price. The result is a durable, functional
task chair at a price you can afford.

• Armless, fixed loop arm, three adjustable arms and a pivot arm

Avail Task Chair Altus Task Chair

Mesh Back –
Adjustable Arm

Armless J-Arm K-Arm Fabric Back – Armless Fabric Back –
Adjustable Arm

Mesh Back – Armless

Conference Chair

Mesh Back – Adjustable
Arm – Headrest

Fabric Back – Adjustable
Arm Headrest
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Impress® Ultra Task Chair Impress® Task Chair

Impress Ultra Task Chair Impress Task Chair

Adj Loop Arm

Armless Sled Base - Armless

T ArmLoop Arm

Unbelievable comfort at an unheard of price. It offers more big-ticket
features for less money. Cushy seat. Numerous adjustments to
achieve the perfect fit. Stunning design. All at an unbelievable price. 

• Chair moves with your body (synchrotilt) 
• Back-height adjustment
• Armless, T arms or loop arms
• Adjustable arm height and arm width
• Optional seat depth adjustment
• Sled-base, chair and stool also available

Mid Back Pivot Arm Mid Back Adjustable
Loop Arm

High Back Guest

High Back T Arm High Back Armless

Impress Ultra chairs take the great comfort of Impress seating
and improve it. A mesh back conforms to the unique curvature
of your back. 

• High-back or mid-back task chairs and a guest chair
• Seat adjustable (task chairs)
• Back-height adjustable (mid-back task chair only)
• Seat slide depth adjustable (task chairs)
• Four arm styles - Adjustable 360 degree pivot arm, adjustable

T arm, fixed loop arm, and adjustable loop arm
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Piretti 2000 Series® Task Chair Kismet® Task Chair
At last ... task seating made simple. The comfort, durability and
simplicity of use that you expect, at a price that you wouldn’t expect.
Adjusts with ease. Solid and well built. Thick, molded foam for great
cushioning and support.   

• Simple or advanced function
• Mid back or high back
• Armless, T arms or loop arms
• Black frame

Value and versatility reach a new plateau with the Piretti 2000 
Series Task chair. It’s a comfortable, high-value seating alternative 
for educational environments. Adjustability and flexing comfort 
provide increased value and the benefits of ergonomic seating.

• Large scale to fit any individual
• Thick seat for long-term use
• Soft, curved shape works anywhere
• Multiple options to customize the chair 'up' or 'down'

Piretti 2000 Series Task Chair Kismet Task Chair

Stool - Armless 

Armless T Arm Stool - T Arm Armless Mid Back - Loop Arm High Back T Arm 

Sled Base - Armless High Back - Loop Arm
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Allude® Task Chair Torsion® Task Chair
Allude task chairs are simply satisfying seating at a satisfying price.
They combine the comfort of a highly cushioned seat with a
“breathable” mesh back and great upper-body support.

• Adjustable arm height or armless                          
• Easy-to-use adjustable lumbar support                     
• Seat height adjusts from 18" to 21"                       
• Lockable back                                             
• Available exclusively in black 

Allude Task Chair Torsion Task Chair

Lightweight and small in scale, Torsion chairs allow quick and 
easy movement. Exceptional comfort in an inexpensive task chair.  
Passive ergonomics with smooth back flex. Contoured and waterfall
seat with lumbar support.

• Poly or upholstered seat and back
• Armless or T arms

Stool - Poly - Armless 

Poly - Armless Upholstered - Armless 

Upholstered - T Arms

Adjustable Arm Adjustable Arm -
Front

Adjustable Arm -
Profile

Armless
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Cody™ Lounge Chairs and Ottomans, Cinturon™ Lounge Chairs, Flex™ Tables
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Learning in Community

Excerpts from the white paper “Planet
Library” by William Dittoe and Kathleen Webb.

Entire “Planet Library” available through www.ki.com
or call 800-424-2432.

Continued Learning and Impromptu Exchanges
It’s been said that a person is a person because of other people.
So it is with learning in community, where all stakeholders are
given the ability to interact within the campus environment in
meaningful, thought-provoking ways.

An interdisciplinary approach to higher education, learning in
community creates ripple effects in space design as institutions
make the bold leap from classroom to studio, and then to a
community of spaces. These are places that are interconnected,
related and specifically designed to support learning in
community.

Properly conceived, they can be places for “socially catalytic”
interactions; areas where students and faculty can meet
informally or where students can work together on projects;
spaces that promote a continuation of learning and impromptu
exchanges, while offering room for group study or private
reflection.

Uncommon Common Spaces
KI offers a wide array of products that work in concert to
support innovative community learning environments. Chief
among them are furnishings for communal and commonly
shared spaces such as lobbies, lounges, and breakout spaces.
The hubs for many community learning spaces are precisely
these types of commons areas. Such areas serve a multitude of
functions, from acting as a scheduled studio, to serving as a
gathering place. Mobility and ease of reconfiguration is critical to
the operational success of community learning spaces.

Equally important but often overlooked are the pathways that
link the major spaces. KI helps institutions make prudent use of
generous areas, filling them with soft seating, marker boards, or
as out-of-the-way nooks furnished for reflection and tables that
extend learning beyond the studios.

The physical characteristics of community learning environments
can further affect learners emotionally with important cognitive
and behavioral consequences. For instance, soft-seating comfort
is important ergonomically, but it also creates an association
with a positive place of wellbeing. Aesthetics, including colors,
lighting, and textures also play a key role in the community
learning environment and KI delivers with a range of visually
stimulating choices.

KI offers creative ways to leverage shared spaces in support of
the community learning experience.

Activity Solution

Communal Learning Tablet arm lounge chairs,
ottomans, power access

Collaborating Mobile seating and tables or
castered tablet arm lounge
chairs

Socializing Lounge seating with
freestanding occasional tables

Waiting Benches and oversized
ottomans for impromptu
seating; multiple seating for
optimal space usage and
orderly appearance

Selecting Fabric Wearability and longevity are
affected by fabric type and
treatment options? 

– KI upholstery fabrics, vinyls,
faux leathers and leathers

– Pallas upholstery fabrics

– C.O.M. fabrics (customer’s
own material)

– K.O.M. fabrics (specified by
customer but ordered by KI

– Crypton: resists stains,
moisture and bacteria

– GORE: resists moisture and
contamination, maintains
breathability

– Moisture barrier: second
waterproof layer sewn
between fabric and foam

– Flammability: CA117 and
CA133

NEW!



Lyra’s simple form and elegance are enhanced through the use of mixed
materials, allowing for a dynamic visual range that bridges the gap between
formal and informal settings. It is ideal for creating visually compelling, yet
functional spaces that are as impressive as they are welcoming

• Three base styles - wood, fluted, and sled
• Wood-base - chair, loveseat, sofa, ottoman, table
• Fluted base - chair, table
• Sled-base - chair, loveseat, sofa, ottoman, table

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comLyra® Lounge Collection

Lounge Base - Chair Club Base - Chair Parlor Base - Chair

Lounge Base - Collection Parlor Base - Collection
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Sela is specifically designed for informal learning spaces and lounge areas.
The comfortable, functional design invites and relaxes. It brilliantly supports
the spontaneous learning that occurs in today’s educational environments.
Highly durable and exceptionally comfortable, Sela responds to all the ways
individuals relax, relate, congregate or learn. 

• Chair and a Half, Lounge Chair, Tablet Arm
Chair, Loveseat, Sofa, Ottoman, and Tables

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comSela® Collection

Chair and a Half Lounge Chair Wood Lounge Chair Lounge Chair - Tablet Arm Loveseat

Sofa End Table Coffee Table
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Lounge Chair Armless Soltíce 7 Lounge Soltíce TablesBariatric Chair - Open Arm Bariatric Chair - Closed
Arm

Create learning environments that are comfortable and evoke a warm, 
residential feel. Sophisticated, classic lines are softened by feminine 
sensibility … simple, natural with a human touch. This elegant, transitional
furniture provides a wide range of ergonomic seating options that enable 
you to carry a consistent visual signature from one area to another.

• Guest chairs, lounge chair, loveseat, sofa and 
multiple seating

• Armless, open arm or closed arm (not all arm 
options shown below) 

• Lounge chair, loveseat and sofa in two scales
• Comprehensive line of occasional tables - coffee,

lamp, end and connecting styles

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comSoltíce® Collection
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Arm Chair Loveseat Ottoman

Arissa offers a single lounge seating solution for every body type. Its design
lends itself to comfort - both physical and psychological. The unique and
carefully crafted geometry supports up to 750 pounds, yet accommodates a
vast spectrum of users without appearing oversized or too delicate. The
breadth of the collection allows users to create a consistent look throughout
lobby and lounge areas.

• Guest chairs, loveseats and ottomans
• Armless or with arms
• Optional wood accents
• Five standard wood finishes

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comArissa® Seating
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A workable solution to any design dilemma, Jessa is deliberately sturdy, full 
of function, and able to cross the line between classic and contemporary.  
With Jessa’s slender design and slightly higher than normal back, you get
unparalleled support and styling.   

• Chair, loveseat, sofa and tablet arm chair
• Wood arm caps available
• Removable or non-removable tablet in bowfront 

or teardrop shapes
• Tablet connection hole cover available
• Casters available - front, rear or front/rear
• Optional moisture barrier

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comJessa™ Seating

Chair Tablet Arm Chair Loveseat  Sofa 



The alternative for working comfort. Relax embodies all the functionality 
and design innovation of a durable lounge chair while providing a unique 
and flexible workstation. It has rear casters for mobility, a reclining back 
for comfort and an articulating, folded armrest that converts to a writing 
surface or a laptop platform. Relax is a visually stimulating choice for 
educational settings.

• Armless or with hinged or one-piece tablet arm
• Choose four legs, four casters, rear casters or 

front casters
• Contrasting upholstery available
• Optional rear-mounted push bar

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comRelax™ Seating

Chair Tablet Arm Chair Tablet Arm Chair 
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Character and versatility beyond your expectations. With its rounded arm
fronts and beautifully rolled seat back, Cody creates a harmonic mix of
straight and curved lines. It goes beyond simple styling and comfort to offer 
a functional lounge alternative that transitions between work and leisure.

• Chair, loveseat, sofa and tablet arm chair
• Optional moisture barrier
• Optional reversible seat cushion with rounded 

front edge

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comCody™ Seating

Chair Chair - Back View Loveseat  Sofa Chair with Tablet Arm 



Full of character, fun, and inspiration. Tea Cup redefines the definition of form
versus function. Let your design juices flow and pour a little flavor into the
room with scooped single and double convex seats.

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comTea Cup™ Seating
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Chair Chair with Tablet Arm Loveseat - Single Seat Loveseat - Double Seat 

• Chair, loveseat double seat, loveseat single seat and 
tablet arm chair

• Removable or non-removable tablet arm in round or 
teardrop shapes

• Contrasting upholstery available
• Brushed, polished or powder coated solid aluminum legs
• Tablet connection hole cover available
• Casters available - front/rear
• Wood arm caps available
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Classic lounge furniture with a contemporary edge. The fashionably minimalist
appearance and subtly ornamented, intricate detailing, evoke the historic
character of a bygone era to meet the complex needs of today’s designers.
The four elements create distinctive environments with solid, proprietary 
cast aluminum feet and crisp, clean lines.

• Chair, loveseat, sofa, ottoman and bench
• Wood arms available
• Contrasting upholstery available
• Optional moisture barrier

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comGrand Salon® Seating

Chair - Ottoman Chair - Wood Arm Caps Loveseat  Sofa 



Chair 
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Large Chair Two Seat with Arms Bariatric Chair Loveseat 

Three Seat with Arms Bench Lounge  Chair Lounge Loveseat Lounge Three Seat with
Arms 

One size doesn’t have to fit all. With Three, you get the flexibility to choose
between three seating scales for the solution to almost any seating dilemma.  
It addresses the comfort and design requirements for education situations.
And, it creates a warm, relaxing and homelike atmosphere.  

• Chair in three sizes, lounge chair in two sizes, 
loveseat in three sizes, sofa in three sizes, bench in 
two sizes and multiple seating  

• Removable seat and back
• Wood or urethane arms
• Contrasting seat and/or back upholstery available
• Optional moisture barrier

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comThree® Seating
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Lounge Chair Lounge Chair with
contrasting back

Loveseat Sofa

Mesa lounge seating invites you to explore your sense of adventure and
stretch the bounds of your interior landscape. With solid or contrasting fabric
options, Mesa takes a room and blends with the entire color scheme. It’s the
perfect seating for any area that requires stylish and comfortable seating.

• Lounge chair, loveseat and sofa
• Contrasting fabric options

For the most current pricing and information please

vis it KIeducation.com Mesa™ Lounge Seating



Chair Chair - Contrasting Welt Sofa Chair - Back View Loveseat

Stimulating and distinctive. Exquisitely crafted and unique cushion detailing,
contrasting welt option and rounded contoured arms. Cinturon lets you
explore your sense of style while satisfying your need for comfort.    

• Lounge chair, loveseat, and sofa 
• Optional moisture barrier

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comCinturon™ Seating
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Chair Chair - Wood Arm Sofa Chair - Back View Loveseat

Work all the angles. From its strong, compact design to its bold arm width, Lido
features a formidable design choice that is both contemporary and classic. It’s an
angle worth exploring.  

• Chair, loveseat, and sofa 
• Wood arm cap available
• Optional moisture barrier

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comLido™ Seating
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Lounge ChairGuest Chair Loveseat Sofa

Pomfret lounge seating adds a bit of spice and flair while presenting an inspiring
array of design possibilities. Curves abound in this collection. With its sloping
arms, arching back and tapered hardwood legs, Pomfret combines exceptional
beauty and comfort.

• Arm chair, lounge chair, loveseat and sofa

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comPomfret™ Lounge Seating



For the most current pricing and information please visit KIeducation.com

Grand Salon® Bench Three® Bench
Grand Salon benches feature classic styling with a contemporary
edge. Create distinctive environments with solid, proprietary
cast aluminum feet and crisp, clean lines.

• 48" and 60" lengths
• Brushed aluminum or textured black legs
• Contrasting fabric available

Grand Salon Bench Three Bench

Three benches address the comfort and design requirements for
educational environments. Create a warm, relaxing and homelike
atmosphere.

• 52-1/2" and 64-1/2" lengths
• Wood legs in a variety of finishes
• Contrasting fabric available
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Throw a curve into the mix. Once in a while you need to mix things up a
bit. The mix of metal, wood, upholstery, and glass that the Kurv bench
group offers is extraordinary. Versatile. Flexible. Beautiful. Kurv’s arched
back support, smooth design lines and clean architectural style stimulate
and inspire any environment.  

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comKurv™ Seating
• Chair, bench, bench with wood back, bench

with upholstered back and bench with glass table
• Upholstered corner element
• Straight or angled configurations
• In 48", 60" and 78" lengths



Sela is specifically designed for informal learning spaces and lounge areas.
Highly durable. Sela tables support spontaneous learning and respond to
the ways individuals relax, relate, congregate or learn.

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comSela® Tables

End Table Coffee Table

• Coffee, end, and lamp table styles
• Square or rectangular
• 15" and 18" heights
• Fully enclosed option
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Lyra’s simple form and elegance are enhanced through the use
of mixed materials, allowing for a dynamic visual range that
bridges the gap between formal and informal settings. It is ideal
for creating visually compelling, yet functional spaces that are as
impressive as they are welcoming.

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comLyra® Tables

Sled-base Table Fluted-base Table Wood-base Table

• Three base styles - wood, fluted, and sled
• Coordinates with Lyra lounge furniture
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Orlo® Table
Inspired design with attention to detail. This table offering is artful,
contemporary, and architectural. It delivers the inspired design
answer you’ve been searching for with the attention to detail that
your interior deserves.

• Club, end, lamp, coffee and console tables
• In 18", 22" and 29" heights
• Round, square, oval, and rectangular shapes
• Wood veneer tops
• Optional aluminum jewel detail

Orlo Table

Coffee and Club
Tables

Oval Coffee and
Console Tables 

End Table - Jewel
Option 

Rado™ Table

Rado Table

Coffee and Club Tables Coffee and Club Tables 

The unusual angles and exceptional eye appeal of RaDo tables 
bring a confident, stylish accent to a wide variety of spaces.  
The mixed media combination of wood an metal adds to the 
fresh, spontaneous feel of the tables. Handcrafted for exceptional
durability and longevity. 

• Club, lamp, and coffee tables
• In 17" and 22" heights
• Triangular, round, square, and rectangular shapes
• Wood veneer or laminate tops
• Some Quick Ship available

For the most current pricing and information please visit KIeducation.com
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Flex™ Table
Appropriate materials. Simple Lines. This classic table collection 
will never go out of style. Flex is the appropriate solution for any
learning environment.

• End, club, coffee and console tables
• In 18", 22" and 29" heights 
• Rectangular, square, round, oval and console shapes
• Wood veneer or laminate tops

Flex Table

End Tables Coffee and Club Tables 

Coffee and Console
Tables

Devon™ Table
Understated elegance. Simple lines. Solid maple wood and veneer
construction. The classic tables that make up our Devon collection
will never go out of style, because the warmth and appeal of wood
never go out of style. They fit almost anywhere and match almost
anything.

• Lamp, club, end, coffee and console tables 
• In 17", 19", 22" and 28" heights
• Round, oval, square, rectangular and console shapes
• Quick Ship available
• Wood veneer tops

Devon Table

End Tables Coffee and Club Tables

Coffee and Console
Tables

For the most current pricing and information please visit KIeducation.com
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Athens® Tables, Versa® Chairs, Arissa® Lounge Seating



Cafe/Cafeteria Planning

As vital campus areas, cafés and cafeterias must meet a wide
range of functions. Wherever food is served or available, you
need to focus on ambiance and efficiency. From casual to upscale,
from high-capacity food service to more intimate settings, even
for serve-yourself venues, the atmosphere created is essential 
to success. Create the desired dining experience by harmonizing
the menu, furnishings, food quality and level of service. In addition
to being places to dine and socialize, cafes and cafeterias make
highly visible contributions to an institution’s public image. 
They are also an important campus revenue source.

KI has set the standard for tables and chairs for cafe and cafeteria
use. Some factors to consider during planning are: available
square footage, capacity, ambiance and theme, customer
turnover rate, plus WiFi and power access. Contact your KI 
rep for dining solutions that are efficient, durable and beautiful.

Activity Solution
Impressing Contemporary style chairs,

café stools, and tables

Intimate Dining Tables with wood veneer
tops or edges and 
upholstered or partially
upholstered chairs.
Primarily round or square
tables (some rectangular 
for larger groups) with
ample seating space

High-Density Dining Stacking poly chairs for 
easy cleaning and fast 
set-up and lightweight, 
folding or flip-top tables.
Primarily rectangular tables
that help condense seating

Connecting Tables with power access
(PowerUp modules) and 
ample worksurface space

Fabric Treatments

• Crypton: resists stains, moisture and bacteria 

• GORE: resists moisture and contamination, maintains
breathability

• Moisture barrier: second waterproof layer sewn between
fabric and foam

• Flammability
— CA117 (meet or exceed standards)
— CA133 (tested flammability standards)

General Dining Seating Capacities
(based on average chair width of 20" with 5" between chairs)

Square Tables
30" x 30" Seats 4
36" x 36" Seats 4

Rectangular Tables
30" x 60" Seats 4 (cafe) or 6* (high capacity)
30" x 72" Seats 4 (cafe) or 6 (high capacity)
36" x 60" Seats 4-6* (cafe) or 6* (high capacity)
36" x 72" Seats 4-6* (cafe) or 8* (high capacity)
30" x 96" Seats 6 (cafe) or 8 (high capacity)
*with chair placed at each end of table

Round Tables
30" diameter Seats 3
36" diameter Seats 4
42" diameter Seats 5
48" diameter Seats 6
60" diameter Seats 8
72" diameter Seats 9
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Add a little ambiance to your cafe or cafeteria. The Cafe stool collection
offers stool-height seating to match the seating in your main dining area. It is
designed to offer you a variety of styles and materials to choose from. All
stools in the collection are available with poly seat and back for a great value,
great look, and easy maintenance.

• Five styles available:  Intellect Wave, Rapture,
Silhouette, Strive, and Versa

• Poly or upholstered (Versa available in wood with
round or square backs)

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comCafé Stool Collection

Silhouette - Poly - Armless Silhouette - Upholstered -
Arms

Rapture - Poly - Armless Rapture - Upholstered -
Arms

Versa - Poly - Armless

Versa - Wood - Armless Versa - Upholstered -
Arms

Strive Intellect Wave -
Upholstered - Armless
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Designed by Giancarlo Piretti, the Strive collection brings flex comfort to a
broad audience due to its low price. Strive embodies simplicity. Its clean,
elegant form flexes with back slats (nothing mechanical) to encourage
movement, relaxation and enhanced circulation. Strive provides exceptional
support and comfort. 100% recyclable, too.

• 4-leg, sled, 4-leg castered, or mobile nesting bases
• Arms, armless or tablet arm
• Poly or upholstered

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comStrive® Stack Chairs

4-Leg - Poly- Armless 4-Leg - Upholstered -
Armless

4-Leg - Upholstered -
Loop Arm

Sled Base - Poly -
Armless

Sled Base - Upholstered -
Armless

Sled Base - Upholstered
- Cantilever Arm

4-Leg - Upholstered -
Cantilever Arm -

Casters

Nesting - Upholstered -
Armless

High Density
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For the most current pricing and information please visit KIeducation.com

Versa® Chair Xylon® Chair
Take an exciting design executed in wood. Add a back that moves
plus a contoured seat and back for comfort during extended use.
That’s Xylon.    

• Stack eight high on dolly

Simple is beautiful. So is rugged durability. Here’s a small-scale guest
chair with big comfort. More variations than we can remember.
Versatility. Functionality. Design flexibility.  

• Standard or Conference chair and stool or Basic chair
• Poly seat and back, upholstered seat and back, wood seat and

back, or upholstered seat with wood back
• Arms or armless
• Standard 4-leg chairs stack 10 high on dolly 

Xylon Chair

Basic 4-Leg -
Armless

Standard 4-Leg -
Armless 

Standard 4-Leg
Arms

Standard - Sled
Base - Armless

Square
Upholstered Back

- 4-Leg - Arms

Café Stool - Poly
- Armless

Armless Chair Caddy 

Café Stool - Square Wood Back -
Upholstered Seat - Armless

Café Stool - Upholstered
Seat/Back - Arms

Standard - Sled
Base - Wood

Back/Seat - Arms

Square Wood
Back - 4-Leg -

Armless

Versa Chair 
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For the most current pricing and information please visit KIeducation.com

Rapture® Chair Silhouette® Chair 
Express your commitment to quality and style. Get a unique blend of 
elegant design, affordability and exceptional comfort. Its distinctive
visual impact is readily apparent. It reflects a contemporary, cutting-
edge attitude. The flex back and contoured shell minimize pressure
points for remarkable comfort. A bold design at a modest price.

Contemporary design transported to new heights of comfort and
value. It’s a very versatile stack chair. High style and comfort. Priced
just low enough to get carried away.

• Lip handle on back
• Upholstered seat and back, upholstered seat with poly back, 

or poly seat and back
• Arms, armless or tablet arm
• Casters or glides

Poly Seat and
Back - Armless

Upholstered Seat
and Back - Arms

Upholstered -
Armless

Upholstered -
Arms

Wallsaver Poly - Armless Poly - Arms Stacking

Casters - Armless Stacking  

Rapture Chair Silhouette Chair 

Upholstered Seat/
Poly Back - Arms
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For the most current pricing and information please visit KIeducation.com

Torsion® Stack Chair Piretti Stack Chair
Distinctive comfort through a uniquely designed flex back. Back
tension automatically adjusts to you, the user.

• Flex back
• Two frame styles (4-leg or sled base)
• Arms, armless or tablet arm
• Two arm styles (flex or cantilevered)
• Poly seat and back or upholstered seat and back
• Ganging
• Optional bookrack

The exceptional comfort of articulating, passive ergonomics at a
moderate price. Its clean lines are compatible with any environment.

• Flex back
• Three frame styles (4-leg, sled base, and cantilevered sled base)
• Arms or armless
• Poly seat and back or upholstered seat and back
• Stacks up to six high on dolly

4-Leg -
Upholstered -

Arms 

Sled Base -
Upholstered -

Arms

Stacking Armless
Chairs

Sled Base - Poly
- Armless

Stacking (Sled
Base)

4-Leg - Poly -
Armless

4-Leg -
Upholstered -

Flex Arms 

4-Leg - Poly -
Tablet Arm 

Sled Base -
Upholstered -

Flex Arms

Sled Base -
Upholstered -

Tablet Arm 

Sled Base - Poly
- Flex Arms

Sled Base -
Upholstered -

Armless

Flex Back

Cantilevered Base
- Poly - Armless -

Piretti

Cantilevered
Base -

Upholstered -
Arms 

Stacking
(Cantilevered

Base) 

Torsion Stack Chair Piretti Stack Chair

Sled Base -
Upholstered -

Armless 
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4-Leg - Armless 4-Leg - Arms Sled Base - Armless

Discover the essence of clean, modern, conforming comfort. This fresh
interpretation of classic Torsion combines a lighter visual impression,
breathability, and exceptional comfort. Designed by Giancarlo Piretti.

• Arms or armless
• Black or grey mesh back
• Choice of upholstery

Sled Base - Arms

Nesting - Armless Nesting - Arms Task - Armless Task - Arms

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comTorsion Air® Seating Collection
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Daylight® Chair Perry® Chair
An articulating, high-density stack chair with an innate sense of 
elegance. Durable. Versatile. Comfortable.   

• Poly seat and back, upholstered seat and back, or cushioned 
upholstered seat and back

• Sled base frame
• Arms or armless
• Stacks up to 25 high on dolly

The first all-mesh high-density stack chair—for comfort and light
weight. Mesh conforms to and cradles your body. Daylight chair
eliminates uncomfortable pressure points. And, its open weave
revives you with continuous ventilation. The clean, contemporary
design blends seamlessly into various settings.     

• In light grey, black or white mesh
• Extremely light weight at 9 pounds - easy to reconfigure and stack
• Stacks up to 44 high on dolly

Daylight Chair Perry Chair

Upholstered - Armless Upholstered - Arms 

Poly - Armless Poly - Arms Chair CaddyLight Grey Mesh Seat
and Back 

Stacking Chair Caddy 

Black Mesh Seat
and Back

White Mesh Seat
and Back
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Matrix® Chair Maestro® Chair
A high-density stack chair with an ergonomically conceived designed.
The compound seat and backrest provide a unique level of comfort
and support.  

• Poly seat and back; upholstered seat and back; or fixed, cushioned 
upholstered seat or seat and back

• Sled base frame
• Arms or armless
• Stacks up to 45 high on dolly

Matrix Chair Maestro Chair

Upholstered -
Armless

Poly - Armless Poly - Arms Chair Caddy Poly - Armless Fixed Seat/Back
Cushion - Armless

For the most current pricing and information please visit KIeducation.com

An economical high-density stack chair with superior durability.   

• Integrated handle on back
• Poly seat and back; or fixed, cushioned upholstered seat or 

seat and back
• Sled base frame
• Armless
• Stacks up to 38 high on dolly

Upholstered - Arms Stacking Chair Caddy 
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We put everything on the table. Extra choice. Extra reliability. At no extra
charge. We overdid everything but the price. A different Venue for every
venue. Choose your size, choose  your edge, choose your base style.
Design a Venue table to fit your needs.

• 12 base styles 
• Fixed base
• 18 top and edge combinations - including 

Perimeters and veneer surfaces

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comVenue® Table

A Base Disc A Base Tapered E Base

D BaseC BaseS Base F Base 

M Base P Base

T Base
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Itoki DD tables are the ultimate in refined elegance, modern design and
simple beauty. Cantilevered leg style defines visual simplicity. Designed to
complement - not dominate environments, Itoki DD tables enhance any
setting and make a fresh design statement.

• 42, 70, 82, and 94" lengths
• Itoki silver frame
• Wide variety of laminate top finishes

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comItoki DD™ Table
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Discover a fresh perspective on table design. The angled profile of the leg
is a significant departure from traditional “floor-hugging” bases. This new
design direction extends to more edge and design options, too.

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comTrek® Tables

T Base - Rectangular T Base - Rectangular -
Modesty Panel

T Base - CrescentNesting - Flip-Top T Base -
Rectangular

X Base - Round

Casters or Glides V Base - Dune V Base - Slate V Base - Monitor Stand

• Fixed, folding, flip-top, lightweight or “Plus” styles
• Oversized casters or glides on three base styles
• Eight edge styles and eight table shapes 
• Optional wire management and PowerUp®

modules or grommets
• Optional modesty panels and ganging     
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Disc Base Tapered Base Round Disc Base Round Tapered Base

Encourage interaction anywhere people gather with Athens tables. Whether
it’s to grab a bite to eat or engage in lively conversation, Athens tables
complement any décor.

• Three base styles
• Six edge styles
• Two standard heights
• Square or round tops
• Laminate or wood veneer tops
• Two base styles

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comAthens® Table
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T Base - Rectangular X Base - Square

T Base - Oval  Color-matched Trim 

X Base - RoundX Base - Round

Synthesis® Table Portico™ Table
The perfect blend of form and function. Inspired by architecture.
Designed for collaboration. Integrated for power. Optional integrated
wire management lets you stay connected. 

• Fixed, folding, flip-top, lightweight or “Plus” styles
• Thirteen edge styles
• Four base styles
• Optional pin-height adjustable base
• Optional modesty panels
• Optional veneer tops

Synthesis Table Portico Table

A fresh look. A colorful accent. A perfect complement. The elliptical
steel tubing reflects a contemporary style.  

• Fixed, folding, flip-top, lightweight or “Plus” styles
• Three base styles
• Four edge styles 
• Eight table shapes 
• Color matching trim available

T Base - Rectangular TT Base - Wide Leg -
Rectangular
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Rectangular - T Base Square - X Base Oval - T Base

Classic styling with a contemporary edge. The graceful base provides a 
clean line, which complements the elliptical upright. Elegant design.  
Versatile function. Moderate price. 

• Fixed, folding, flip-top, lightweight or “Plus” styles
• Eight edge styles 
• Three base styles 
• Eight table shapes 

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comDataLink® Multipurpose Table

Round - X Base DataLink T Base
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Transform multi-use rooms. Into cafeterias. Into meeting places.  
Into learning spaces. Uniframe tables and benches make it easy.  
Easy to operate. Easy to move. Easy to rearrange. Easy to store.  
It's easy to accommodate any number of functions in one space.

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comUniframe® Tables and Benches

Rectangular Table
with Benches 

Rectangular Table with
Split Benches 

Round Table with
Stools 

Rectangular Table
with 12 Stools 

Round Table with
Benches 

Square Table
without Seating 

Round Table
without Seating

Hexagonal Table
without Seating

Convertible Bench -
Shown as Bench with

Back Support 

• Rectangular tables with benches, split benches,
stools or without seating

• Round tables with benches, stools or without seating
• Square, oval, hexagonal and octagonal tables 

without seating
• Nesting convertible benches act as benches with

back support or as tables with seating 
• Standard 27" or 29" height - ADA 31" height 
• Stand-up height (42") round tables 

Wheelchair Accessible Table
without Seating - Also on

Rectangular Tables with Seating
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Take back your environment. Discreetly convenient. Aesthetically agreeable.
Perfectly practical. Containers and centers easily blend in and complement
their surroundings. The look is clean, simple, unobtrusive. Each container has
a clear, easy-to-read label—what could be more practical.

• Centers feature two, three, or four 
oval openings

• Containers in four sizes with five types
of openings

• Containers - cylindrical or square with 
radiused corners

• Lift-off tops - easy to empty and clean
• Indoor/ outdoor use

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.com

Reclaim® and other 
Receptacles

Reclaim 4 Opening Center Reclaim 3 Opening Center Tray/ Trash ReceptacleReclaim  Radiused Square
Containers

Reclaim Cylindrical
Containers 

Litter Receptacles



RoomScape® System, Danté® Casegoods



Create Student-Preferred, High-Tech Living
Environments
A primary reason students select a campus is the quality of 
residence hall life. A comfortable, inviting area that balances 
private space with social interaction is key. KI has strategically
developed room management systems to accommodate 
individual student needs and lifestyles. We understand the 
unique demands of residence hall living areas. Our well-
designed, high-value furnishings enhance student living. 
Contact your KI Rep for assistance.

Create student-preferred housing with these considerations.

• Provide students with an attractive atmosphere

• Allow easy and safe adjustments and room configurations
by the student

• Provide convenient access to power and technology

Activity Solution
Differentiating Individualized student room 

configurations, finishes and fabrics
with design continuity

Adjusting Loft systems are height adjustable
at numerous levels. Hang-on
worksurfaces and storage can be
moved to meet student needs

Accessing PowerUp modules are available
on all worksurfaces

Lasting Quality construction assures
longer product life and lower
repair and replacement costs

Studying Tables offer ample worksurfaces
and chairs provide comfort in a
variety of styles (see CLASSROOM)

Socializing Lounge seating with freestanding
occasional tables (see LOUNGE/
BREAKOUT)

Socializing and Studying Tablet arm lounge chairs,
ottomans, power access nearby
(see LOUNGE/ BREAKOUT)

Collaborating Mobile seating and tables or
castered tablet arm lounge chairs
(see LOUNGE/ BREAKOUT)

Residence Hall Room Specifying

Select bed:  Loft, single, bunk

Select worksurface:  Single or megasurface

Select seating: Task chair, nesting chair, stack chair

Select storage:  Wardrobe, dresser, file, bookcase

Select accessories:  Safety bar, ladder, tackboard, task light, 
keyboard tray

Power and Data Access
As the use of electronic technology continues to grow, power
access becomes increasingly important. Even with growing use
of WiFi, laptop users may rely on power access to conserve 
battery power. Worksurfaces are available with PowerUp 
modules and wire management. Most residence hall rooms 
provide only one or two power outlets per student and these
are often blocked by furniture.  PowerUp modules provide 9-ft.
cords to bring extra power access to worksurfaces.

Student Retention
Attract and retain students with inviting, comfortable residence
halls. To retain more students and save the revenue they 
generate, it’s important to create student-preferred spaces.
Better living spaces can result in retention of 10-25% of those
students previously dropping out. 
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Creating Student-Preferred, High-Tech Living Spaces
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RoomScape is an advanced room management system that provides 
durability and flexibility. Students have the flexibility to personalize and 
reconfigure rooms quickly and easily with fast, tool-less assembly.  
Each room can be reconfigured to fit individual needs and lifestyles.

• Height adjustable loft, bunk, or single bed with 
optional ladder and safety bar

• Hang-on worksurface, drop-leaf surface 
and megasurface

• Storage unit, wardrobe, dresser, mobile pedestal 
• Optional task light, articulating light, keyboard tray, 

CPU sling, and PowerUp module

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.com

RoomScape® Residence Hall
Furniture
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Bunk Beds on Dressers - Hang-on Worksurfaces 
- Woodgrain Laminate 

Loft Bed - Hang-on Megasurface - Dresser 

Bunk Beds on Dressers - Hang-on Worksurfaces Loft Bed - Hang-on Worksurface - Full Wardrobe 

Single Beds - Hang-on Worksurfaces - Dressers 

For the most current pricing and information please

vis it KIeducation.com 

RoomScape® Residence Hall
Furniture

Bunk Beds - Hang-on Worksurfaces
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Transform student living areas with a fresh approach. Combine elements
from RoomScape, Danté, mobile tables and mobile seating to create
student-preferred spaces that fit individual needs and lifestyles.

• RoomScape sleep surfaces
• Danté cabinets and storage
• Mobile tables in a variety of styles
• Mobile seating

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comBlended Solutions

Beds - Loft, Bunk, and Single

Mobile Nesting Seating Mobile Tables

Storage - Dressers, Cabinets,
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Standard
LOFTED BED and MEGA WORKSURFACE

Standard
LOFTED BED and HANG-ON WORKSURFACE

Concept
BED WITH POWERED SHELF and MOBILE TABLE

Concept
RAISED BED and TABLE WITH HUTCH

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.com

Blended Student Living
Solutions
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Danté laminate casegoods provide durable, attractive storage solutions
with a residential style. With a diverse range of configurations and
options, Danté responds to the most challenging space planning and
storage needs.

• Collection includes bench wardrobe, bedside cabinets,
chests, dressers, armoire, wardrobe, and bench.

• Durable construction and lifetime warranty
• Bases options include plynth, round leg, square leg

and casters
• Four pull styles
• Top options include laminate, membrane press, and

solid surface

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comDanté® Casegoods

Dresser and Chest Bedside Cabinets Mobile TableArmoire and Wardrobe Bench Wardrobe and
Bench



Designed by Giancarlo Piretti, Strive offers flex comfort and a clean,
elegant form. The flex back encourages movement, relaxation, and
enhanced circulation. Strive provides exceptional support and
comfort and is 100% recyclable too. Nesting or castered bases
enable easy mobility.

• Castered or mobile nesting bases (also available as
4-leg, sled base, task, task stool, or cafe stool)

• Arm or armless (tablet arm also available on nesting)
• Poly or upholstered

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comStrive® Nesting and with Casters

Casters - Poly - Armless

Nesting - Uph - Arms

Casters - Uph -
Cantilever Arms

Casters - Uph - Loop Arms

Nesting - Poly - Armless Nesting - Uph - Armless
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For the most current pricing and information please visit KIeducation.com

Torsion Air® Nesting MI6® Chair
A durable chair that performs multiple tasks at a minimal price.
The MI6 nesting chair is the answer for clever seating and
compact storage. Affordable seating and astounding comfort that
fits any space. Economically priced and built to exceed
expectations.

• Nesting design
• Casters
• Poly or upholstered
• Arms, armless, or tablet arms

Discover the essence of clean, modern, conforming comfort.
This fresh interpretation of classic Torsion combines a lighter
visual impression, breathability and exceptional comfort. Designed
by Giancarlo Piretti. Nesting chairs enable easy mobility.

• Mobile nesting bases (also available as 4-leg, sled base, and task
seating

• Arms or armless
• Upholstered seat

MI6 Chair

Armless Arms Nesting Poly Back and
Seat - Armless

Nesting -
Armless

Nesting - Tablet
Arms 

Upholstered
Back and Seat -

Arms

Poly Back/
Upholstered Seat

- Tablet Arm

Torsion Air Nesting

Poly Back/
Upholstered Seat

- Armless



Poly Back - Armless Upholstered Back -
Armless

Poly Back - Arms Upholstered Back - Arms
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It flexes for comfort. It follows you anywhere. It flips up and nests for storage.
It’s a new kind of functionality. Comfortable enough to use as a task chair.
Affordable enough to use as a side chair.

• Flex back 
• Thick seat cushion
• Upholstered seat with upholstered or poly back
• Nesting 
• Arms, armless or tablet arm

For the most current pricing and information please

visit KIeducation.comTorsion on the Go!® Chair



Torsion® Stack Chair Piretti Stack Chair
Distinctive comfort through a uniquely designed articulating back. 
Back tension automatically adjusts to you, the user.

• Flex back
• Two frame styles (4-leg or sled base)
• Arms, armless or tablet arm
• Two arm styles (flex or cantilevered)
• Poly seat and back or upholstered seat and back
• Ganging
• Optional book rack

The exceptional comfort of articulating, passive ergonomics at a 
moderate price. Its clean lines are compatible with any environment.

• Flex back
• Three frame styles (4-leg, sled base, and cantilevered base)
• Arms, armless, or tablet arm
• Two tablet arm styles
• Poly seat and back or upholstered seat and back

Cantilevered
Sled Base - Poly

- Armless 

Cantilevered
Sled Base -

Upholstered -
Arms 

4-Leg - Poly -
Armless

Sled Base - Poly
- Armless

Sled Base -  Poly
- Flex Arms

Sled Base -
Upholstered -

Armless

Sled Base -
Upholstered -

Flex Arms

4-Leg -
Upholstered -

Flex Arms 

Torsion Stack Chair

4-Leg - Poly -
Cantilevered

Arms

4-Leg -
Upholstered -

Armless 

4-Leg  -
Upholstered -

Arms 

Full Sled Base -
Upholstered -

Armless 

Full Sled Base -
Upholstered -

Arms 

4-Leg -
Upholstered -

Cantilevered Arms 

Piretti Stack Chair
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Versa® Chair Perry® Chair
An articulating, high-density stack chair with an innate sense of
elegance. Durable. Versatile. Comfortable.

• Poly seat and back, upholstered seat and back, or cushioned
upholstered seat and back

• Sled base frame
• Arms, armless, or tablet arm
• Two tablet arm sizes
• Optional book rack
• Ganging

Simple is beautiful. So is rugged durability. Here's a small-scale guest
chair with big comfort. More variations than we can remember.
Versatility. Functionality. Design flexibility.

• Basic, Standard, or Conference styles
• Poly seat and back, upholstered seat and back, wood 

seat and back, or upholstered seat with wood back
• Four frame styles (4-leg, sled base, wallsaver, or basic)
• Arms, armless, or tablet arm
• Ganging

Perry Chair

Basic 4-Leg -
Arms 

XL - 4-Leg -
Arms

Versa Chair

Standard 4-Leg
Upholstered -

Armless 

Poly - Armless Upholstered -
Armless  

Upholstered -
Arms

Poly - Arms

Wallsaver - Arms 4-Leg - Round
Wood Cut-Out
Starburst - Arms 

4-Leg - Square
Wood Cutout -
Fan - Armless

Standard Sled Base
- Upholstered -

Arms 

Conference 4-Leg
- Upholstered -

Arms

Conference Sled Base
- Uph - Armless

Sled Base - Round
Wood Back - Uph

Seat - Armless
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